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Abstract 

 

The past decade saw the rise of both “founder-friendly” venture financings and non-traditional 

investors, frequently with liquidity constraints. Using detailed contract data, we study open-end 

mutual funds investing in private venture-backed firms.  We posit an interaction between the 

classic agency problem between entrepreneurs and investors and the one between early-stage 

venture investors and liquidity-constrained later-stage ones. We find that mutual funds with more 

stable funding are more likely to invest in private firms, and that financing rounds with mutual 

fund participation have stronger redemption and IPO-related rights and less board representation, 

findings consistent with our conceptual framework.  
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1 Introduction 

A central focus of financial economists studying venture capitalists has been on these 

investors’ governance of portfolio firms. Academics have interpreted staged financing (Gompers, 

1995; Neher, 1999), securities that have state-contingent cash flow and control rights (Hellmann, 

1998; Cornelli and Yosha, 2003; Kaplan and Stromberg, 2003, 2004), and active board 

involvement (Lerner, 1995; Bernstein, Giroud, and Townsend, 2016; Gompers et al., 2020) as 

necessary responses to the information asymmetries and moral hazard that characterize new 

ventures (Jensen, 1993). The rise of “founder-friendly” financings in the past decade, with the 

attendant de-emphasis on governance, thus raises important questions about this financing model 

and optimal corporate governance more generally. Underscoring these academic concerns are the 

real-world debacles at WeWork and Theranos, where management incompetence or malfeasance 

went unchecked by boards for extended periods.  

A second major change over the past decade has been the emergence of less traditional 

financiers of venture capital (VC)-backed firms. Firms in venture portfolios are staying private 

longer, raising much more capital while private, and relying increasingly on institutions other 

than venture capitalists for such financing. For instance, Ewens and Farre-Mensa (2019) estimate 

that over three-quarters of the equity raised in recent years by seasoned venture-backed firms that 

are still privately held has been from organizations such as hedge funds, pensions, mutual funds, 

and other non-VC investors. Many of these investors care far more intensely about liquidity than 

VC funds, which typically have secure capital commitments for ten-to-twelve-year periods. For 

instance, hedge funds are typically subject to quarterly redemption requests; SoftBank—a huge 

new hybrid investor—raised nearly half of the capital in its first fund in the form of interest-

bearing debt, and mutual funds are subject to potentially large daily redemptions. 
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This paper argues that these two patterns are related. The new investors’ concerns about 

liquidity can create a wedge between their incentives and those of earlier-stage venture investors. 

We argue that this wedge can affect the governance of entrepreneurial firms. The increasingly 

important agency problems between later- and earlier-stage investors have implications for the 

contracts that address the classic agency problem between entrepreneurs and investors. 

We focus on the class of investors with the tightest liquidity constraints: mutual funds. 

Mutual funds face liquidity constraints on both sides of the balance sheet, leading to differences 

between their investment incentives and those of venture investors. Because mutual fund skills 

center on trading securities (Jensen, 1968), it is most efficient for them to trade in relatively 

liquid asset markets with low transaction costs, notably, public markets. The open-end nature of 

mutual funds further requires them to carefully manage liquidity to meet daily redemptions 

(Chen, Goldstein, and Jiang, 2010; Goldstein, Jiang, and Ng, 2017; Chernenko and Sunderam, 

2017). Funds may even be vulnerable to “runs” if investors become concerned about the nature 

or valuation of their illiquid holdings (Zeng, 2017). Beyond the economic significance of their 

liquidity constraints, mutual funds are also required to disclose publicly their portfolio holdings, 

which enables our empirical analysis. This transparency is in contrast to many other new 

investors, such as hedge funds, whose investments are consistent with our framework but whose 

detailed portfolio data is exceedingly difficult to access. 

With mutual funds’ liquidity concerns in mind, we provide a conceptual framework in 

Section 3, highlighting the new agency problem between later- and earlier-stage investors. First, 

we hypothesize that mutual funds will be more likely to invest in later rounds, which helps with 

asset-side liquidity due to the proximity to a potential initial public offering (IPO) event. Funds 

with less volatile flows, that is, those who enjoy greater funding stability should be more likely 
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to invest. The framework then predicts that these liquidity concerns push mutual funds to request 

contractual provisions centered on redemption and IPO-related rights,1 with less emphasis on the 

monitoring rights valued by venture capitalists. The framework finally predicts that, in exchange 

for these rights centered on liquidity, mutual funds may rationally underweight other cash flow 

and control rights that are commonly seen in contracts between entrepreneurs and VC investors. 

Jointly, these predictions suggest that the agency problem between later- and earlier-stage 

investors may weaken direct governance typically provided through more standard cash-flow 

and control rights, but may potentially introduce indirect governance through relatively stronger 

redemption rights and IPO-related rights.  

We bring this conceptual framework to the data in Section 4, focusing on mutual fund 

investments in a sample of “unicorn” and “near unicorn” startups, that is, private venture-backed 

firms with a valuation of at least $500 million at some point. (We call both sets of firms 

“unicorns” for brevity.) We use novel contract-level data from the certificates of incorporation 

(COIs) to examine the contractual terms between entrepreneurial firms and their investors, 

including mutual funds. We show that the structure of contracts in investment rounds involving 

mutual funds is indeed consistent with the interaction of the two agency problems highlighted 

above. Thus, our paper contributes to the entrepreneurial finance literature pioneered by Kaplan 

and Stromberg (2003), who document that the structure of contracts between venture funds and 

their portfolio firms is consistent with the presence of agency problems between venture 

capitalists and entrepreneurs. 

Guided by the conceptual framework, we first analyze which mutual funds are more 

likely to invest in which firms. Consistent with the anecdotal evidence and our conceptual 

framework, our findings reveal a significant upward trend in mutual fund investment in unicorns 
                                                
1 We discuss the various contractual provisions in Section 2.3. 
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in their later financing rounds. Compared to venture investors, mutual funds are more likely to 

invest in late rounds, hot sectors, and larger firms. We also find that larger mutual funds and 

those with less volatile fund flows are more likely to invest in unicorns, consistent with liquidity 

concerns.  

Turning to the focus of the paper, the analysis of contractual provisions, we relate the 

provisions in a given investment round to measures of mutual fund participation in the round. In 

the main text, we use a dummy variable for mutual fund participation; in the Appendix, we 

report robustness results using a continuous measure of the share of the round’s funding that is 

provided by mutual funds. The former measure provides a straightforward look into how mutual 

fund involvement is associated with the contractual provisions of a round, while the latter 

measure may more accurately reflect the economic importance of mutual funds in shaping the 

contractual provisions of a given round. Both measures deliver similar results. 

On the one hand, we find that rounds with mutual fund participation, which we refer to as 

mutual fund rounds, are associated with stronger investor rights across two dimensions centered 

on liquidity provision to investors. 

The first dimension is provisions that give investors the right to ask the firm to redeem 

their stake. While redemption rights are relatively under-explored in the VC literature, perhaps 

because they are less related to the classic agency problem between entrepreneurs and investors, 

they are among the most powerful weapons for investors. (We summarize in Appendix B  

several legal cases and structured interviews with investors regarding these rights.) These 

provisions help ease mutual funds’ liquidity concerns and render the underlying private securities 

relatively more liquid even before an IPO. One unique aspect of our empirical analysis is that we 

look not only at whether investors have redemption rights but also at the strength of these rights. 
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We show that conditional on a round having redemption rights, rounds with mutual fund 

participation are associated with stronger redemption rights. 

The second dimension is IPO-related rights. Following Gornall and Strebulaev (2018), 

we focus on two major IPO-related rights: IPO ratchets that promise investors a certain return in 

an IPO, and veto rights on IPOs with lower valuations that the current financing round (which 

we refer to as down-IPOs). Our evidence suggests that mutual fund rounds are more likely to 

have one or both of these IPO-related rights. These IPO-related rights are again less explored in 

the existing VC literature because they are less related to the agency problem between 

entrepreneurs and investors. 

On the other hand, we find that mutual fund rounds are associated with fewer direct 

control rights. Controlling for round number, rounds with mutual fund participation are 

significantly less likely to include representation on the board of directors. Mutual funds and 

other non-traditional investors are thus less likely to monitor portfolio firms through board 

representation or voting on important corporate actions. Less representation on the board of 

directors is also consistent with mutual funds prioritizing liquidity since board representation can 

make the underlying securities even less liquid due to insider trading and adverse selection 

concerns. A similar (though statistically weaker) finding is that mutual fund rounds are 

associated with fewer standard cash flow rights. Both results are consistent with our hypothesis 

that mutual and venture funds prioritize different contractual provisions.  

Overall, our results reflect the interaction between the agency problem between earlier- 

and later-stage investors (i.e., venture and mutual funds in our context) and the classic agency 

problem between entrepreneurs and investors. Efforts to address the former new agency problem 

are likely to result in deviations from the classic contract designs meant to address the agency 
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problem between entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. Thus, the divergence in priorities 

between venture and non-venture investors is likely to have governance implications for today’s 

entrepreneurial firms. 

Although our specifications with a round’s mutual fund share suggest that mutual funds 

play an active role in negotiating or selecting certain contractual provisions, our data do not 

allow us to fully identify the causal effect of mutual fund participation on contractual provisions. 

In other words, the following two interpretations of our results are not completely distinguishable: 

1) contractual provisions are a direct outcome of negotiations between mutual funds and private 

firms, or alternatively, 2) mutual funds choose to invest in firm-rounds with certain contractual 

provisions that these investors find appealing, and to invest more when such provisions are 

stronger. The economic magnitude of our results falls when we include firm fixed effects, 

suggesting that the selection effect plays a role but does not explain the full picture. However, 

both interpretations are consistent with mutual funds preferring or requesting certain ex-ante 

contractual provisions consistent with the wedge between the two agency problems. Furthermore, 

our theoretical framework suggests that anticipation of the need to attract non-traditional 

investors, including mutual funds, in later rounds may affect the terms negotiated in earlier 

rounds. To help further rule out that mutual funds are naively following venture capitalists or are 

investing in rounds that may not need strong governance, we also conduct a matching analysis 

between rounds with and without mutual fund participation (Section 4.5). We include additional 

controls, such as the number of existing class directors representing existing preferred 

shareholders (Table A2 in the Appendix).  

By focusing on the corporate governance implications of mutual fund investments and 

highlighting the interactions between the agency problems between earlier- and later-stage 
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investors and between entrepreneurs and investors, our paper contributes to the literature on 

contracting in entrepreneurial finance (e.g., Kaplan and Stromberg, 2003).2 The most closely 

related papers in the literature are the contemporaneous research by Gornall and Strebulaev 

(2018) and Kwon, Lowry, and Qian (2018), which have different focuses.  Gornall and 

Strebulaev (2018) use an asset-pricing model to show that the reported post-money valuations 

significantly overstate the actual value of most unicorns, once one accounts for differences in the 

cash flow and other rights across different series of preferred and common stock. Kwon, Lowry, 

and Qian (2018) examine the trend of mutual fund investments in private firms using a larger 

sample of private firms going back to 1990 but a smaller sample of mutual funds. They find that 

mutual fund investments enable firms to stay private one-to-two years longer.  

Similar to our focus on detailed contractual provisions, Bengtsson and Sensoy (2011) 

used coded contractual data from VC Experts to explore the relationship between the experience 

of venture capitalists and the contractual terms that they use. Among the relatively few papers to 

focus on agency problems between early and late VC investors are those who focus on 

syndication of these transactions (e.g., Admati and Pfleiderer, 1994; Lerner, 1994). 

To keep our paper focused, we leave a number of questions for future research. These 

include how non-VC investors may affect the long-run performance of the private firms and 

whether mutual funds are a substitute for or a complement to venture capitalists. More generally, 

there are interesting open questions as to the optimal matching between different types of 

investors and firms. In addition, the sample size of unicorns is still relatively small at the time of 
                                                
2 We focus on mutual fund investments in entrepreneurial private firms, a recent phenomenon under-explored in the 
literature. For public firms, institutional investors have been documented to provide effective corporate governance 
through activism and other means (see Brav, Jiang, and Kim, 2010 and Edmans and Holderness, 2016 for reviews). 
The effects are present over time and across the world (McCahery, Sautner, and Starks, 2016). The concentration of 
holdings and institutional investors’ portfolio shares, which are often associated with large-block purchases in firms, 
are important factors determining the provision of monitoring (Chen, Harford, and Li, 2007; Fich, Harford and Tran, 
2015). Recent studies show that even index mutual funds, which might be seen as the most passive of investors, 
provide significant corporate governance to public firms (Appel, Gormley, and Keim, 2016). 
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this study: unicorns are, by definition, relatively large private firms. We hope to extend this 

research as more unicorns emerge and exit (potentially via IPOs) in the future. 

2 Data and institutional background 

One of the major challenges in studying investments in entrepreneurial private firms has 

been the absence of large, comprehensive datasets that include all investors (particularly those 

other than venture capitalists), governance provisions, and financial performance (see Kaplan 

and Lerner, 2017, for a discussion). We combine novel data on the corporate governance 

provisions in the funding rounds of private firms with information on the mutual fund holdings 

in these firms. Our data on investment rounds and the associated corporate governance 

provisions come from the certificates of incorporation (COIs), which are amended and filed 

every time a firm raises a new round of financing. Our data on mutual fund holdings of private 

firms come from the CRSP Mutual Fund database and SEC forms N-CSR(S) and N-Q.  

2.1   Identifying the sample of unicorns and investment rounds 

2.1.1 Unicorns and “near-unicorns” 

We start with the sample of U.S.-based private venture-backed firms that at some point 

between January 2012 and December 2016 had at least one investment round with a nominal 

valuation of at least one billion U.S. dollars, that is, the so-called “unicorns.” Data on these high-

profile firms is much more comprehensive: in particular, our main data source, VC Experts, has 

made a concerted effort to gather these firms’ regulatory filings, including the COIs that we use 

to identify corporate governance provisions. 
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We first identify unicorns based on the “WSJ Billion Dollar Startup Club” database 

compiled by Dow Jones.3 Since its inception in January 2012, the database includes private firms 

that have raised VC financing and achieved a nominal valuation of over one billion U.S. dollars. 

It also includes firms that exited unicorn status during the time period, whether by acquisition, 

going public, or by being refinanced at a lower nominal valuation. The database excludes firms 

that achieved a billion-dollar valuation in an IPO or acquisition. There are 106 unicorns with 

financing round data and associated COIs in VC Experts.  

An important caveat to using a single valuation cutoff is that, as documented by Metrick 

and Yasuda (2011) and Gornall and Strebulaev (2018), inferring accurate valuations of private 

venture-backed firms can be challenging. In particular, Dow Jones and most other practitioners 

would classify a firm as a unicorn if an investor paid $100 million to purchase a block of 

preferred shares convertible into common stock that would represent 10% of the firm on a fully 

converted basis (that is, if all other preferred shareholders converted their holdings as well). 

However, these preferred shares may have rights (e.g., mandated dividends and liquidation 

preferences) that allow them to receive, for example, 40% of the firm’s expected cash flows. In 

this case, the “true” implied valuation may be $250 million. For these reasons, we use the post-

money valuations estimated by VC Experts as a control only and interpret valuation results with 

caution. 

In addition, in light of such complexities and potential disagreements about unicorn 

valuations, we expand the unicorn sample to include U.S.-based private venture-backed firms 

that at some point during the 2012-2016 period had at least one investment round with a nominal 

post-money valuation of at least $500 million. This increases our sample size by 50 firms to 156 

                                                
3 The data are available at http://graphics.wsj.com/billion-dollar-club/. The database is maintained by the same team 
of analysts as the one that compiles Dow Jones’s VentureSource (formerly VentureOne) database, which has been 
extensively used in academic research (Kaplan and Lerner, 2017). 
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private firms. Although our main results are robust to whether we include these “near-unicorn” 

firms, including them helps increase the sample size and thus the statistical power of our analysis. 

For simplicity, we refer to all firms in our sample as “unicorns.” 

We obtain firm-level characteristics, such as geographic and industry information, from 

Capital IQ and VC Experts. 

2.1.2 Investment rounds 

We gather investment-round-level information from the COIs available through VC 

Experts for our sample firms going back to 2010. COIs are public documents filed by a firm with 

the Secretary of State of the state in which the firm is incorporated. In states such as California, 

Delaware, and many others, all firms are required to restate and file their COI when there are any 

changes in the authorized number of equity shares outstanding, including preferred shares issued 

to institutional investors such as venture and mutual funds. In particular, there are separate COIs 

filed for each investment round of private firms, as long as the given round leads to an increase 

in the total authorized number of equity shares. As a result, our analysis is unlikely to be subject 

to reporting biases.  

Each COI sets forth the rights, preferences, and restrictions of each class and series of 

common and preferred shares. All investors in a given round typically share the same COI.4 

COIs thus allow us to document and analyze the contractual terms between the unicorns and 

their investors in the different investment rounds. For the same reason, we compare mutual and 

venture funds across financing rounds, not within a single round. We discuss the definition of 

each of these contractual terms and the coding procedure in Section 2.4. 

                                                
4 In rare cases, certain investors may enjoy different rights from other investors even within a single round. For 
example, as documented in Pinterest’s COI filed on March 16, 2015, Ben Silbermann, the firm’s President and a key 
investor, is entitled to three votes in his capacity as a member of the Board of Directors (the “Special Director 
Vote”), but such right is not applicable to matters relating to his compensation. However, such cases are generally 
rare and difficult to code systematically. 
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For each investment round, the COIs also document the number of authorized shares of 

common and convertible preferred shares, as well as their conversion price. Although the 

conversion price allows us to infer the direction of changes in valuations, we are generally not 

able to estimate valuations from the COIs directly. The number of shares actually outstanding is 

often ambiguous (often not all authorized shares are issued), and some of the variables we would 

need to do a “true” valuation along the lines of Metrick and Yasuda (2011) are missing. For this 

reason, we use the valuations estimated by VC Experts when available and as a control only, 

interpreting the results with caution.5 

Overall, our sample consists of 742 financing rounds for which we were able to get COIs 

from VC Experts as of December 2016.6 Note that, although our sample selection criterion for 

firms is whether the firm had an investment round with a nominal valuation of at least $500 

million during the 2012 to 2016 period, our sample of financing rounds covers the 2010 to 2016 

period to better uncover the time trend of mutual fund investments in unicorns.  

Finally, we note that it is generally challenging to get operating and financial data for 

private firms. We were able to estimate monthly employment numbers using the information on 

employee profiles on LinkedIn. While a noisy proxy for the actual number of employees, we 

validate this measure by showing that it is strongly correlated with the number of participants in 

the firm’s employee benefit plans as reported on Form 5500.7  

                                                
5 VC Experts uses its own proprietary model to estimate the valuations of some investment rounds. 
6 Although the COIs are publicly accessible in principle, they are very difficult and costly to get otherwise. For 
example, in Delaware, the Department of State’s Division of Records, maintains COI filings. However, the COIs are 
neither downloadable nor searchable. According to their staff, all requests for copies must be made in person, using 
the computers in their office to look up companies. 
7 The Form 5500, Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan, is the publicly available form used to file an 
employee benefit plan’s annual information return with the U.S. Department of Labor.  
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2.2   Mutual funds and their investments in unicorns 

In recent years, open-end mutual funds have been increasingly investing in the 

convertible preferred securities issued by private firms, both indirectly through secondary 

markets and by directly participating in funding rounds. In a mutual fund-involved investment 

round, mutual funds may either join a syndicate under a lead venture firm or negotiate directly 

with the firm. Mutual funds may even lead an investment round, as when Fidelity led the D 

round of Uber (see Table 1). 

Our sample of mutual funds consists of all actively managed U.S. domestic equity funds. 

We obtain fund characteristics such as size, family size, institutional share, management fees, 

and fund flow volatility from the CRSP Mutual Fund Database. Definitions of all explanatory 

variables are in Appendix Table A1. Table 2 reports summary statistics for the mutual funds. 

[Table 2 about here] 

We identify mutual funds’ quarterly portfolio holdings and their direct investments in 

unicorns. Since preferred stocks of private firms do not have CUSIPs, we first obtain quarterly 

portfolio holdings of unicorns from the CRSP Mutual Fund Holdings database by searching for 

the names of the unicorns in our data. One challenge is that firms may use different trading 

names in different investment rounds, and these trading names may be different from the 

registered names in the COIs. We hand-collect all trading and alternative names for our sample 

unicorns (from their company websites and press releases) and use these alternative names to 

identify transactions involving each firm in our sample.8  

In the Online Appendix Table OA1, we confirm that CRSP offers comprehensive 

coverage of unicorn holdings by comparing aggregate mutual fund holdings of each unicorn with 

                                                
8 Section 1of the Online Appendix reports the SAS code used to extract holdings of unicorns from the CRSP Mutual 
Fund Holdings database. We examine the output to eliminate any false positives. 
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the information reported in the 2016 Morningstar report on mutual fund investment in private 

firms. 

It is even more challenging to distinguish between direct investments and secondary 

market transactions. To identify mutual fund direct investments in unicorns round by round, we 

further use SEC forms N-CSR and N-Q and apply the following two-step process. 

First, we identify cases where (a) the security name in the CRSP Mutual Fund Holdings 

database indicates the series of preferred stock and (b) a fund initiates a position in the specific 

series within a 60-day window of the corresponding round’s closing date. In principle, it is 

impossible to distinguish fully between direct investments and secondary market transactions. 

The process described above may inevitably include some secondary market transactions of the 

corresponding series of preferred stock. However, given the proximity to the closing date, we 

consider such secondary market transactions comparable to direct investments. The choice of the 

60-day window was motivated by the occasional disagreements between the closing dates 

reported in VC Experts and in other databases such as Crunchbase. 

In many cases, however, the title of the security in the CRSP Mutual Fund Holdings 

database does not state the series of preferred stock. Therefore, in the second step, we identify 

cases where at least one mutual fund increased its holdings of a unicorn within a 60-day window 

of a round’s closing date. We then use N-CSR and N-Q filings to confirm whether the fund did 

invest in the series of preferred stock in question.  

Once we confirm that at least one fund bought the preferred stock within a 60-day 

window of the round’s closing date, we set the MFs dummy to one, indicating that this round is a 

mutual fund round.9 In our sample of 156 firms, 56 firms have at least one financing round with 

                                                
9 We do not include investments that are done through private equity funds, even if they are owned by mutual funds, 
such as Wellington Management’s Hadley Harbor fund, which closed on around $1 billion in 2014.  
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mutual fund participation. Table 3 reports summary statistics for financing rounds with and 

without mutual fund participation. For each mutual fund round, we also calculate the share of the 

round’s funding that is provided by mutual funds, which we refer to as the round’s mutual fund 

share (MF share). 

[Table 3 about here] 

2.3 Contractual provisions 

Following Kaplan and Stromberg (2003), we focus on the major contractual provisions 

set forth in the COIs.  These provisions specify the ex-ante allocation of cash flow and control 

rights between firms and their investors. We describe these provisions, their governance and 

incentive implications, and our coding procedure in detail below. Table 4 reports summary 

statistics on these contractual provisions. 

[Table 4 about here] 

2.3.1 Standard cash-flow rights 

Liquidation rights. Liquidation rights determine how the proceeds are shared among 

different groups of investors in a deemed liquidation event, which is usually defined as a sale of 

the firm or of the majority of the firm’s assets. We consider three dimensions of liquidation 

rights. 

First, senior liquidation preference specifies whether in a liquidation event, a given class 

or family of classes of convertible preferred stocks is senior (senior liquidation preference = 1), 

or pari passu or junior (senior liquidation preference = 0) to the other classes. Note that senior 

liquidation preference is not defined for the firm’s first round (seed or series A). 

Second, liquidation multiple specifies how many times the original purchase price (plus 

any declared but unpaid dividends) the investor will be entitled to receive in preference to other 
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shareholders. These provisions are likely to be important in cases where the investment is 

moderately successful. In large exits, the optimal strategy is to convert the preferred stock into 

common stock, in which case the liquidation multiple will be irrelevant. Conversely, if the firm 

goes bankrupt or is sold for a small amount, this contractually stipulated amount is unlikely to be 

received. To help with the interpretation, we code whether the liquidation multiple is greater than 

one as a dummy variable, that is, liquidation multiple > 1. 

The third dimension of liquidation rights is participation rights. There are three possible 

types of participation rights associated with preferred shares. Participating provisions allow 

holders of convertible preferred stock to “double dip”: if a liquidation event is triggered, 

investors receive the stipulated amount—the liquidation multiple times the original purchase 

price—back first and can then convert the convertible preferred stock into common stock and 

share in the remaining upside. We divide agreements into those with no participation or capped 

participation (participation rights = 0)10 and with full participation (participation rights = 1). 

Intuitively, participation rights allow investors to receive both upside and downside protection. 

Overall, more senior liquidation preferences, higher liquidation multiples, and stronger 

participation rights are suggestive of stronger investor cash flow rights. 

Cumulative dividends. Dividends provide a time-based guaranteed upside to investors. 

We consider whether dividends are cumulative. Cumulative dividends (cumulative dividends = 1) 

are guaranteed; they accumulate over time and effectively increase the investors’ return in the 

event of a liquidation. In contrast, if dividends are not cumulative (cumulative dividends = 0), 

dividends are paid only if declared at the discretion of the firm’s board of directors and thus are 

not guaranteed ex-ante. Overall, cumulative dividends are suggestive of stronger cash flow rights. 

                                                
10 Capped participation means that the holders of a convertible preferred stock receive the liquidation multiple times 
the original purchase price back first and then share ratably with the holders of common stock up to a total 
liquidation amount per share equal to some multiple of the original purchase price. 
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Full ratchet anti-dilution protections. Anti-dilution protections aim to protect the 

preferred investors in the event a firm issues new equity at a lower valuation than in the previous 

financing rounds. Anti-dilution protections can be full ratchet (full ratchet anti-dilution 

protections = 1; the conversion price of the existing convertible preferred shares is adjusted 

downwards to the price at which the new shares are issued, regardless of the number of new 

shares issued), or weighted average (conversion price of the existing convertible preferred shares 

is adjusted downwards according to a weighted average of the original and new financing sizes) 

or absent entirely (full ratchet anti-dilution provisions = 0 in both cases). The use of anti-dilution 

protection, and in particular full ratchet anti-dilution protection, is suggestive of stronger investor 

cash flow rights. 

2.3.2 Redemption rights 

We classify redemption rights and the detailed underlying provisions as a separate 

category of contractual provisions. We argue in the conceptual framework in Section 3 that 

redemption rights are a dimension that mutual funds may care about more than venture 

capitalists do. 

Redemption rights. Redemption rights specify whether a class or series of convertible 

preferred stocks is redeemable (redemption rights = 1) at its holders’ discretion. We call this the 

extensive margin of redemption rights. In the event of redemption, a multiple of the original 

purchase price or the estimated fair market value of the corresponding convertible preferred 

stock is paid back to the redeeming investor, provided the firm has enough funds available.11  

                                                
11 Whether investors receive some multiple of the original purchase price or the estimated fair market value is 
specified ex-ante in the COI. Because it is impossible to know the market value ex-ante, we did not code cases 
where the redemption is at fair market value as instances of redemption rights being present.  
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To our knowledge, there does not exist any data documenting how frequently redemption 

rights are exercised, or how much the redeeming preferred shareholders actually get in the event 

of a redemption. However, we present suggestive evidence that redemption rights are indeed 

important to investors. In Appendix B, we first describe three recent legal cases in which 

redemption rights were exercised, followed by a discussion of the recent effort by the National 

Venture Capital Association to change the Model Form Certificate of Incorporation to strengthen 

redemption rights. We then present the results of structured interviews with leading VC lawyers, 

which show that shareholders value redemption rights because they 1) are one of the strongest 

forms of downside protection, 2) provide strong incentives for the underlying firm to go public, 

and 3) help with liquidity management. 

Moreover, thanks to the rich structure of COIs, we are able to document and code several 

more granular dimensions of redemption rights. We call these the intensive margin of 

redemption rights. These dimensions help us better illustrate to what extent redemption rights 

may be important to investors. 

In what follows, we highlight the institutional details regarding redemption rights, as well 

as their economic implications. We stress that although these different dimensions may suggest 

relatively stronger or weaker redemption rights, the more important question is whether an 

investment round has redemption rights at all.  

Months until first redemption.  When a preferred stock is redeemable, investors can ask 

for redemption only after a certain date. We count the number of months from the round closing 

until the expiration of the “lock-in” period. A shorter lock-in period indicates stronger 

redemption rights.  
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Delay after redemption notice. The delay after redemption notice is the maximum 

number of days from the time investors submit a redemption notice, referred to as the notice or 

receipt date, to the time of the first redemption payment, referred to as the redemption date. In 

some cases, the COIs indicate that a delay is possible but do not specify the maximum number of 

days allowed. In such cases, we use two specifications: one treats these cases as missing values, 

while the other sets these missing values to 365, which is the longest delay observed in our data. 

Voting requirements. In some cases, a redemption notice from any shareholder is 

sufficient for redemption to take place (No vote necessary = 1), while in other cases a vote by 

other shareholders is required (No vote necessary = 0). If voting is required, it may take place at 

either the specific class level (Class vote = 1) or the entire preferred stock level (Class vote = 0). 

In either case, the firm will send a vote notice to other shareholders in the relevant pool.12 From 

the perspective of investors who want to redeem, no voting indicates strongest redemption rights, 

while class voting is preferable to voting by all preferred shares.  

Number of annual installments. Firms may delay redeeming shares by spreading out 

redemption payments over time. We count the maximum number of annual installments allowed 

by the COI. If immediate payment is required, the number of annual installments is set to zero. 

Stronger redemption rights, along both the extensive and intensive margins, imply that 

investors enjoy a higher level of asset liquidity. Stronger investor liquidity rights also imply 

stronger indirect corporate governance, given that these provisions can affect the bargaining 

between investors and entrepreneurs.   

2.3.3 IPO-related rights 

                                                
12 Technically, all the shares in the required voting pool will be redeemed by default, but shareholders who do not 
initiate the redemption request may choose to be excluded from redemptions. No matter whether they choose to be 
included or excluded from redemptions, they may choose to vote. 
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Following Gornall and Strebulaev (2018), we consider two important IPO-related rights. 

These IPO-related rights are likely to be particularly salient for mutual funds that target IPO 

candidate firms for investments. 

IPO ratchets. IPO ratchets (IPO ratchets = 1) promise investors a pre-negotiated 

minimum return in an IPO, frequently expressed as a multiple of the price per share in the 

financing. If the IPO price is below the product of the original purchase price and the multiple, 

investors receive extra shares to ensure they obtain the pre-negotiated return on their investment. 

Economically, IPO ratchets are analogous to anti-dilution rights, where investors are effectively 

given extra shares (by lowering the conversion price) in the event of a future “down round” (i.e., 

one with a lower nominal valuation than the financing). 

Down-IPO veto rights. Typically, the automatic conversion provisions force all holders 

of preferred stock to convert their shares into common stock in an IPO event. Down-IPO veto 

rights exempt certain series of preferred stock from automatic conversion: investors can keep 

their preferred stock unconverted and thus senior to common stock. Thus, having down-IPO veto 

rights helps protect the investors from a potentially sudden markdown of the underlying 

securities. 

Generally, these IPO-related rights give investors more protection in low-valuation IPOs 

and are suggestive of stronger investor rights and governance provisions. 

2.3.4 Control rights 

Voting rights to elect directors. Investors in a class of preferred shares may have the right 

to elect a certain number of directors, who represent that particular class or series. To capture 

such control rights, we consider the number of directors that holders of a class or series of 

convertible preferred stocks are able to elect as a separate voting class. We call such directors 
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class directors and code the stipulated number. More and stronger voting rights to elect class 

directors are suggestive of stronger corporate governance provisions. 

Protective provisions. Protective provisions are analogous to veto rights: they give the 

investors of a class or series of convertible preferred stock the right to veto certain actions by the 

firm or other equity holders. There are many more possible types of protective provisions than 

one can reasonably code, and it is generally difficult to weigh their relative importance.13 As a 

result, we simply count the number of protective provisions for any given class or series of 

convertible preferred stocks. A larger number of protective provisions is generally suggestive of 

stronger corporate governance provisions. 

Note that we code all the provisions for each unicorn-round at the time of the financing. 

In other words, we focus on the ex-ante contractual and incentive provisions at the time the 

investors and the firm negotiate the investment round. Provisions associated with a specific class 

or series of convertible preferred stocks may be revised in subsequent investment rounds (see 

Broughman and Fried, 2010). However, such revisions would be a much less clear indicator of 

the strength of ex-ante corporate governance provisions by the specific class of investors. 

3 Conceptual framework 

To unify our analysis, we follow the spirit of Kaplan and Stromberg (2003) and provide a 

conceptual framework to understand better mutual funds’ concerns when investing in private 

firms. We argue that mutual funds’ distinctive concerns about liquidity push them to prioritize 

certain contractual provisions and create a potential agency conflict between them (and perhaps 

                                                
13 A non-exclusive list of corporate actions that are subject to protective provisions include: 1) to liquidate, dissolve, 
or wind-up the corporation to effect any merger or consolidation, 2) to amend, alter, or repeal any provision of the 
COI or bylaws of the corporation in a manner that adversely affects the powers, preferences, or rights of the given 
series, 3) to create any additional class or series of capital stock, 4) to reclassify or alter any existing security of the 
corporation that is pari passu with the given series, and 5) to increase or decrease the authorized number of directors. 
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other nontraditional investors) on one hand and venture capitalists on the other hand.14 We posit 

that the agency conflict between these late- and early-stage investors, which has intensified in 

recent years and been under-explored in the literature,15 is likely to affect optimal contract design 

in addressing the classic agency problem between entrepreneurs and investors.  

We start by describing the regulatory environment in which mutual funds operate. We 

then highlight three defining features of mutual funds that lead to their distinctive concerns about 

liquidity. We use these features to develop our conceptual framework. 

Open-end mutual funds are regulated under the Investment Company Act of 1940. The 

act imposes registration and disclosure requirements, regulates transactions with affiliates, and 

limits funds’ leverage. Most importantly, the Act requires funds to calculate daily net asset value 

(NAV) at which investors can redeem their shares and to settle such redemption requests within 

seven business days. In addition, open-end funds traded through a broker-dealer must be settled 

within three business days (Rule 15c6-1 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1933). In practice, 

open-end mutual funds settle redemption request within one business day. To help address the 

potential liquidity mismatch between the fund’s assets and liabilities, the Act limits funds’ 

investments in illiquid assets to 15% of the fund’s net assets. The Act, however, leaves it up to 

the fund’s board of directors to determine which assets are considered illiquid.  

In October 2016, the SEC adopted new rules that are meant to further strengthen funds’ 

liquidity management. 16  Rule 22e-4 requires funds to establish a formal liquidity risk 

                                                
14 Note that we do not attempt to answer the question as to why mutual funds invest in private firms at all. We 
instead develop our hypotheses based on the observed fact that mutual funds do invest in private firms. Given that 
both venture and mutual funds invest in private firms, we explore the differences in their investments. 
15 One notable exception is Admati and Pfleiderer (1994) who theoretically consider a multi-stage financing setting 
between venture investors and an entrepreneur. They show that initial venture capitalists as insiders have no conflict 
in revealing information truthfully and setting valuations fairly only if their percentage ownership remains constant 
before and after the new financing. They do not consider the impact of different types of investors. 
16 U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, “Investment Company Liquidity Risk Management Programs,” 
January 17, 2017, https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2016/33-10233.pdf,  
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management program. The new rules also introduce Form N-PORT that requires funds to 

classify securities into four classes—highly liquid, moderately liquid, less liquid, and illiquid—

and to report these classifications on a confidential basis to the SEC monthly.  

 We now summarize the three defining features of mutual funds that can create a wedge 

between their incentives and those of earlier investors in venture-backed private firms. The first 

of these follows from the above discussion: 

Feature 1. Due to their open-end structure, mutual funds are subject to daily flows. 

Daily flows, outflows in particular, may negatively influence performance, by forcing 

funds to deviate from their ideal portfolio holdings or even liquidate assets at fire-sale prices 

(Chordia, 1996; Edelen, 1999; Coval and Stafford, 2007). Thus, mutual funds must carefully 

manage their liquidity and trade off the costs of carrying a cash buffer against the costs of 

inefficient liquidation of portfolio securities to handle daily flows. This is in contrast to venture 

funds, who enjoy stable long-term funding from their limited partners (LPs) and who typically 

do not worry about the liquidity of their portfolios. 

Feature 2. Mutual fund flows are sensitive to short-term performance. 

Not only may mutual fund flows hurt fund performances, but fund flows are, in turn, 

sensitive to short-term fund performance (Ippolito, 1992; Sirri and Tufano, 1998). In particular, 

Chen, Goldstein, and Jiang (2010) and Goldstein, Jiang, and Ng (2017) argue that the illiquidity 

of portfolio holdings can create a first-mover advantage in withdrawing from poorly performing 

funds and thus lead to a concave flow-to-performance relationship in the region of negative 

excess returns. Such a concave flow-to-performance relationship may lead to fire-sale spirals, 

where initial underperformance causes funds to sell some of their assets, exerting negative price 

pressure, and thereby leading to further underperformance and even greater outflows. In contrast, 
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there is no generally available measure of venture funds’ short-term performance at the daily or 

weekly horizon. Because of this fact and the relatively longer capital commitments, inflows to 

individual venture funds are not sensitive to their short-term performance. 

Feature 3. Mutual fund performance is driven by their skill in trading securities. 

The ability of a mutual fund to profitably trade has been a central focus of research into 

these institutions for more than half a century since the seminal work of Jensen (1968). Mutual 

funds seek to generate excess returns by identifying undervalued securities, selling them at 

optimal times, and executing trades in an efficient manner (Wermers, 2000). In contrast, venture 

capitalists create much of their outperformance by advising and monitoring their portfolio firms 

(Lerner, 1995; Bernstein, Giroud, and Townsend, 2016) by staging their investment (Gompers, 

1995), and facilitating relationships with other firms and institutions (Lindsey, 2008). 

Taken together, Features 1 through 3 highlight the relatively greater importance of 

liquidity to mutual funds than to venture capitalists. These implications directly lead to: 

Hypothesis 1: Mutual funds are more likely to invest in later rounds and in private firms that are 

closer to exit through an IPO. 

At the same time, Features 1 through 3 do not suggest that mutual funds should 

completely avoid investing in illiquid securities. Indeed, because private markets, with their 

information problems and extensive uncertainty, may deliver higher expected returns, venture 

investments may help boost mutual fund performance. Not all funds are equally positioned, 

however, to take advantage of the higher expected returns associated with illiquid securities. 

Funds with less volatile fund flows, i.e., more stable funding, should be more likely to invest in 

private firms. Similarly, larger funds may have a more diversified (and hence stable) investor 

base, even controlling for the past volatility of fund flows. Since skilled managers are likely to 
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attract more capital (Berk and Green, 2004), larger funds also may invest more in private firms 

compared to smaller funds due to their greater sophistication. Finally, larger funds may be more 

likely to invest in private firms because of fixed due diligence costs. These implications are 

summarized in: 

Hypothesis 2: Larger funds and funds with lower fund flow volatility are more likely to invest in 

private firms. 

 Features 1 through 3 also guide our analysis of the contractual aspects of mutual fund 

investment in private firms, that is, their potential conflicts with venture funds and the resulting 

differences in the priority assigned to different contractual provisions. First, mutual funds are 

more likely to invest in firms whose investors already have redemption rights or to request 

redemption rights in the current round. Redemption rights, as we describe in Section 2.3.2, 

provide a strong incentive for private firms to go public sooner. These provisions help ensure 

that the private firms in mutual funds’ portfolios do not stay private and illiquid for too long. 

Second, by shortening the time until IPO, redemption rights make the underlying convertible 

preferred stock more liquid even before the IPO.   

Hypothesis 3: Mutual funds are more likely to invest in private firms that already give their 

investors strong redemption rights or to request redemption rights in the firm-rounds in which 

they participate. 

 Although mutual funds prefer the companies that they invest in to go public in a timely 

manner, they may worry about the deleterious consequences of a down-IPO. Such an offering 

will require the mutual fund to mark down its investment, potentially generating short-term 

underperformance and negative publicity (given the high profile of many IPOs). They are likely 

to fear, as Feature 2 highlights, subsequent fund outflows, which can have further negative 
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effects on fund performance (Edelen, 1999). Mutual funds will, therefore, prefer strong IPO-

related rights, including IPO ratchets and down-IPO veto rights, which will protect them in low-

valuation IPOs: 

Hypothesis 4: Mutual funds are more likely than venture capitalists to request stronger IPO-

related rights. 

Moreover, mutual funds’ concerns with liquidity may also have implications for their 

representation on the board of directors. Being represented on the board makes the underlying 

securities less liquid, due to insider trading restrictions and adverse selection concerns (Roe, 

1990; Bhide 1993). Thus, mutual funds may rationally choose not to be represented on the board 

of directors for liquidity reasons. Mutual funds may also be less skilled at or lack the capacity to 

monitor and advise firms, directly leading to their under-representation on the board. 

Hypothesis 5: Mutual funds will be less likely to be represented on the board of directors.  

Finally, given (a) the potential agency conflicts between mutual and venture funds and (b) 

mutual funds’ emphasis on redemption and IPO-related rights, we may expect mutual funds to 

put somewhat less emphasis on the strong cash flow rights that are traditionally demanded by 

venture capitalists. 

4 Empirical results 

4.1 Time trend in mutual fund investment in unicorns 

We start by documenting in Figure 1 the increased propensity for mutual funds to invest 

in unicorns. Panel (a) of Figure 1 shows that over the 2010-2016 period, the number of distinct 

mutual funds directly investing in unicorns has increased from less than 10 to more than 140. 

Panel (b) of Figure 1 illustrates the increase over time in mutual funds’ aggregate holdings of 

unicorns. The dollar value of aggregate holdings has also increased by an order of magnitude, 
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from less than $1 billion to more than $8 billion. These results paint a consistent picture of 

unicorn investments becoming a more important part of the portfolios of open-end mutual funds. 

[Figure 1 about here] 

From another perspective, Panel (c) of Figure 1 shows that the fraction of unicorn 

financing rounds with one or more mutual funds participating directly has also increased 

significantly over our sample period. In 2010-2011, less than 5% of financing rounds involved 

mutual funds as investors; by 2015-2016, this fraction had climbed to 40%. We note that the 

quarterly volatility of mutual fund direct investment in unicorns was high across the four quarters 

of 2016, possibly consistent with the general difficulty of private firms getting new funding that 

year.17 Overall, the results in Figure 1 suggest that mutual funds are an increasingly important 

source of capital for entrepreneurial firms, consistent with the findings in Kwon, Lowry, and 

Qian (2018). 

4.2 Determinants of mutual fund investment in unicorns 

We next explore the cross section of mutual fund investments in unicorns, asking two 

main questions. First, in which firms and rounds are mutual funds more likely to invest? Second, 

which funds are more likely to invest in unicorns?  

4.2.1 In which firms and rounds are mutual funds more likely to invest? 

Figure 2 reports the probability of mutual funds investing in different types of unicorns. 

Panel (a) shows that mutual funds are much more likely to participate in late than in early 

financing rounds, consistent with Hypothesis 1. In our data, mutual funds did not participate in 

any seed round. On the other hand, more than 36% of Series F, 50% of Series G, and more than 

                                                
17 For example, see Jay Yarow, “Blood in the Water: 90% of the Billion-Dollar Unicorn Startups Are in Trouble,” 
Business Insider, January 21, 2016, https://www.businessinsider.com/blood-in-the-water-90-of-the-billion-dollar-
unicorn-startups-are-in-trouble-2016-1. 
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47% of H or later rounds involve mutual fund participation. This pattern is consistent with the 

anecdotal evidence that mutual funds hope to boost their portfolio performance by investing in 

companies that are close to going public or being acquired.18 

[Figure 2 about here] 

Panel (b) shows that Healthcare and Information Technology (IT) are the two industries 

that are most likely to see mutual fund investments. This result is also consistent with the 

anecdotal evidence suggesting that mutual funds invest in unicorns in “hot” industries. 

Panel (c) shows that unicorns in Massachusetts are most likely to attract mutual fund 

direct investments, followed by unicorns in California, Washington, New York, and other states. 

Since Fidelity, with its headquarters in Boston, is the largest fund family that has been 

consistently investing in unicorns, this pattern suggests a potential home bias in mutual fund 

investments in unicorns. This pattern might also be driven by savings in due diligence costs. 

Table 5 reports more formal statistical evidence on which firms and rounds mutual funds 

are more likely to invest in. We estimate linear probability model regressions of mutual fund 

participation on firm size (proxied for by employment), age, and the experience of the existing 

VC investors (in the spirit of Gompers et al., 2010). We control for year and round fixed effects. 

To capture the idea of potential conflicts between early- and late-stage investors, we include two 

variables that measure contractual provisions in previous rounds. The first one is a dummy 

variable for a given provision being included in the previous round. The second one captures 

variation in a given provision between early- and late-stage rounds. Specifically, we calculate the 

absolute value of the difference between the average value of a given provision in series C 

                                                
18 For example, see Robin Wigglesworth, “T Rowe Price $17bn Fund Reveals Details of Private Investments,” 
Financial Times, February 28, 2017, https://www.ft.com/content/eca4bc44-fbd9-11e6-96f8-3700c5664d30. 
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through k – 1 and the average value of this provision in the seed, series A and B rounds.19 Our 

analysis in Table 5 is limited to rounds C and above and excludes earlier rounds that are very 

unlikely to see mutual fund participation.  

[Table 5 about here] 

Consistent with Hypothesis 2, firm size, as proxied by employment, is consistently 

positively correlated with mutual fund investment. Large firms with more employees may be 

closer to a potential IPO, need more capital, and be more visible. Economically, a doubling in 

firm size is associated with about a 4-5% higher probability of mutual fund participation. Firm 

age is also positively correlated with mutual fund investment, although the association is not 

statistically significant.  

Mutual funds are also more likely to invest in firms backed by more experienced VC 

funds. More experienced venture capitalists may provide several advantages: more credible 

certification (Megginson and Weiss, 1991; Puri, 1996), better monitoring, and matching with 

better firms (Sorensen, 2007). More experienced venture capitalists may also have a greater 

reputation or social capital, which may facilitate the resolution of any potential conflicts with 

other investors. 

Table 5 also shows the association between contractual provisions in previous rounds and 

mutual fund participation, which is suggestive of potential conflicts (as well as synergies) 

between mutual funds and earlier-stage VC investors. In particular, we find: 

                                                
19As an example: consider round F where the existence of redemption rights in the previous five rounds is captured 
by {0,0,1,0,1}. Then the average in series C through E is (1+0+1)/3=0.67, and the average in Series A through B is 0.  
We use the absolute value of this difference to capture the potential conflict of interests between investors in early 
and late rounds. 
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• Mutual funds are more likely to invest in firms that already promise redemption rights to 

their existing investors. Because existing redemption rights create a strong incentive for 

the firm to go public, they may benefit current-round mutual fund investors. 	

• At the same time, large variation in redemption rights across early- and late-stage rounds 

may create conflicts of interest that may deter mutual funds from investing. Consistent 

with this suggestion, mutual funds are less likely to invest in firms with greater variation 

in participation rights and with more class directors in the previous round. Because 

existing class directors represent the existing investors, both of these variables are likely 

to be associated with stronger conflicts of interest between early- and late-stage investors, 

which mutual funds may try to avoid.  

4.2.2  Which funds are more likely to invest in unicorns? 

We next ask which funds are more likely to invest in unicorns. In keeping with 

Hypothesis 2, we focus on the effects of fund size and fund flow volatility. We also control for 

the fund’s management fees and institutional share (a) to check whether mutual funds are 

investing in unicorns to cater to any specific clientele of investors, and (b) to disentangle the 

effects of institutional share versus flow volatility, since the two variables could be highly 

correlated with each other (see, e.g., Chen, Goldstein, and Jiang, 2010). Table 6 reports the 

results. 

[Table 6 about here] 

We estimate a linear probability model to handle the large number of fixed effects.20 We 

include year fixed effects (column 2), both year fixed effects and the Lipper objective fixed 

effects (column 3), and fixed effects for the Lipper objective interacted with the year (column 4). 
                                                
20 Logit and probit models, as well as a Tobit model of the share of the portfolio invested in unicorns, generate 
similar results. 
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These fixed effects control for the aggregate time trends documented in Figure 1, as well as any 

unobserved differences in objectives. All explanatory variables are standardized so that their 

coefficients represent the effect on a one standard deviation change. 

We find that larger mutual funds are significantly more likely to invest in unicorns. The 

economic magnitude is large: a one standard deviation increase in fund size is associated with 

about 1.59-1.76% increase in the probability of unicorn investments. This shift is considerable 

relative to the 2.60% unconditional probability of investing in any unicorn. These results are 

consistent with Hypothesis 2 and more generally with the presence of economies of scale: larger 

funds may have more resources and thus may be in a better position to invest in unicorns. We 

also find evidence of economies of scale at the fund family level: funds of larger fund families 

are significantly more likely to invest in unicorns.  

Also consistent with Hypothesis 2, funds with more volatile fund flows are significantly 

less likely to invest in unicorns. A one standard deviation increase in flow volatility is associated 

with a 0.22% to 0.27% decrease in the probability of investing in unicorns. 

Finally, we find no significant effect of management fees or institutional share on the 

probability of investing, suggesting that the effects of fund size and flow volatility are unlikely to 

be driven by any clientele effects. 

4.3 Contractual provisions in unicorn investments 

As a benchmark, Figure 3 presents the prevalence of contractual provisions across rounds 

and contrasts it to mutual fund participation by financing round. It shows that the prevalence of 
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the various contractual provisions in our sample is comparable to that in earlier studies focusing 

on venture-backed firms (Kaplan and Stromberg, 2003; Bengtsson and Sensoy, 2011).21 

[Figure 3 about here] 

A few patterns are worth noting. First, as already mentioned, mutual funds are more 

likely to participate in later rounds. Second, cumulative dividends are much more likely in earlier 

rounds. The probability of redemption rights is fairly constant across rounds, consistent with the 

strong persistence in redemption rights across rounds. IPO ratchets are more likely in later 

rounds, but interestingly there is much less of an increase in the prevalence of down-IPO veto 

rights.  

To answer the key question as to how contractual provisions vary with mutual fund 

participation, Table 7 reports the results of our baseline regressions of the key contractual 

provisions, including redemption rights, IPO-related rights, control rights, and standard cash 

flow rights, on mutual fund participation. We use this specific order of different rights (different 

from that in which we first introduced them) to better illustrate the underlying economic 

channels as we discussed in Section 3. Throughout the various specifications, we include round 

fixed effects and year fixed effects to control for systematic differences across vintages and 

across early- versus late-stage rounds. In even-numbered specifications, we further include firm 

fixed effects to control for unobserved firm-level characteristics. Although we do not aim for a 

formal identification of the casual effects of mutual fund investment on contractual provisions, 

the differences between specifications with and without firm fixed effects are informative about 

mutual funds selecting versus negotiating various rights. We also control for employment as a 

                                                
21 For example, Kaplan and Stromberg (2003) document that 38% of financial rounds have participation rights and 
that the use of this term declines in later rounds, roughly consistent with Figure 3. 
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proxy for firm size and post the post-money valuation as a proxy for unobserved firm 

characteristics at the time of the financing round. 

[Table 7 about here] 

4.3.1 Redemption rights and IPO-related rights 

In columns 1 through 6 of Panel A of Table 7, the dependent variables are the redemption 

rights, IPO ratchets, and down-IPO veto rights.  We find strong evidence that mutual fund rounds 

are likely to include stronger redemption and IPO-related rights.  

First, mutual fund participation is significantly correlated with stronger redemption rights 

at the extensive margin, consistent with Hypothesis 3. The difference in redemption rights 

between rounds with and without mutual fund participation is particularly large economically. 

According to column 1, convertible preferred stock issued in rounds with mutual fund 

participation is 18.9% more likely to have redemption rights when controlling for round fixed 

effects, time fixed effects, and firm characteristics. After further controlling for firm fixed effects, 

the association becomes weaker (column 2), but is still statistically significant at the 10% level. 

The pattern suggests that the association between mutual fund participation and stronger 

redemption rights is partly driven by mutual funds selecting certain firms (and in particular, 

selecting firms with redemption rights in previous rounds, as Table 5 shows). Selection does not 

fully explain funds’ preference for redemption rights in the current round, however, suggesting 

that mutual funds may indeed actively request redemption rights for the rounds that they 

participate in. 

Similarly, mutual fund rounds are 17.2% more likely to have down-IPO veto rights when 

controlling for round and time fixed effects and post-money valuation (column 5), consistent 

with Hypothesis 4. This association becomes weaker but remains statistically significant at the 5% 
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level when firm fixed effects are added (column 6), again suggesting that mutual funds both 

select certain firms and request down-IPO veto rights. We also find some evidence that mutual 

fund rounds are more likely to include IPO ratchets, although this result is not statistically 

significant (column 3). This result becomes statistically significant at the 10% level when we use 

the mutual fund share of the financing round as the explanatory variable in Table A3. 

4.3.2 Control and voting rights 

We next turn our attention to the control rights and look at 1) the right to elect directors 

and 2) protective provisions. We start with the regressions of the right to elect the board of 

directors, since the board of directors plays an important role in corporate governance and 

monitoring (Adams, Hermalin, and Weisbach, 2010) and since outside directors can be 

particularly effective (Lerner, 1995; Duchin, Matsusaka, and Ozbas, 2010). At the same time, as 

we discussed in Section 3, higher board representation also renders the underlying securities less 

liquid due to adverse selection and insider trading concerns. 

In columns 7 and 8 of Panel A, the dependent variable is the number of directors that 

holders of the preferred series can elect exclusively. Column 7 shows that rounds with mutual 

fund participation are associated with weaker broad representation (and thus higher liquidity), 

consistent with Hypothesis 5. The effect is both economically and statistically significant. 

Specifically, mutual funds participation is associated with 0.39 fewer class directors, controlling 

for round and year fixed effects and firm characteristics. After further controlling for firm fixed 

effects, the result becomes statistically insignificant but still positive (column 8). However, the 
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effect is still statistically significant at the 1% level when we consider the mutual fund share of 

the financing round as the explanatory variable in Table A3.22  

We next turn to the protective provisions. In columns 9 and 10, we look at the number of 

protective provisions. Mutual fund participation is generally associated with more protective 

provisions, suggesting that lack of representation on the board of directors may be partially 

compensated for by more veto rights. This is also consistent with our earlier result that mutual 

fund rounds are more likely to have down-IPO veto rights. 

While it is difficult to systematically code the various protective provisions, in many 

cases, they are meant to ensure that the rights of a given series of preferred stock are not 

adversely affected in subsequent rounds. Generic protective provisions require preferred 

stockholders to approve any changes to the COI that would change the number of authorized 

shares or change the rights of a given series of preferred stock. More specific provisions protect 

the special redemption, IPO-related, and cash flow rights.23 

One concern is that mutual funds’ lack of board representation may be driven by funds 

being more interested in later rounds when boards are already having many directors. Although 

this is unlikely because we include round fixed effects in all specifications, we formally address 

                                                
22 Beyond the liquidity concerns articulated in Hypothesis 5, our results are also broadly consistent with the existing 
evidence that mutual funds are not very active in voting on director elections in public firms (Choi, Fisch, and 
Kahan, 2013; Iliev and Lowry, 2015). 
23 For example, Series C-1, C-2, and C-3 of Uber have an IPO ratchet provision with a 1.25 multiple. While Series 
C-1 IPO ratchet provision itself is described in Article IV, Section (B)4(b)(i), the protective provisions in Article IV, 
Section (B)6(d)(v) require a majority of Series C-1 shareholders to “amend, alter or repeal Article IV, Section 
(B)4(b)(i) … of the Restated Certificate of Incorporation so as to affect the holders of Series C-1 Preferred Stock 
adversely.” As another example, Series F of Box was guaranteed a return of at least the initial conversion price of 
$20, increasing at $3 per year. These rights are codified in Section 4 of the COI. The protective provisions of 
Section 6(j)(v) require two-thirds of Series F shareholders to approve any action that “waives, or results in a waiver 
of, an adjustment of the Series F Conversion Price or any other Series F Preferred conversion rights pursuant to any 
provision of Section 4 hereof.” The protective provisions also require two-thirds of Series F shareholders to waive 
“the treatment of any event as a Deemed Liquidation or Qualified IPO, or amend the definition of a Deemed 
Liquidation or Qualified IPO in the Certificate of Incorporation to exclude a transaction that would otherwise 
qualify as such.” Finally, to ensure that the protective provisions themselves are not weakened later on, Section 
6(j)(vii) requires two-thirds of Series F shareholders to approve any action that “waives, amends, alters or repeals 
this Section 6(j).” 
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this concern by directly controlling for the number of existing directors representing the 

preferred investors. To do this, we calculate the number of existing directors at the time of a 

given round by summing up the number of directors that the preferred shareholders in all the 

previous rounds are eligible to elect,  under the assumption that all existing shareholders have 

elected directors to represent them.  

Table A2 in the Appendix reports the results. In particular, columns 7 and 8 of Panel A in 

Table A2 show that the negative association between mutual fund participation and the number 

of directors remains strong after controlling for the number of existing directors. In addition, 

mutual fund participation is still significantly and positively associated with redemption and 

down-IPO veto rights. These findings suggest that our results are unlikely to be driven by later 

rounds already having many existing directors. 

4.3.3 Standard cash flow rights 

Panel B of Table 7 looks at the standard cash flow rights. These are (a) participation 

rights (columns 1-2), (b) senior liquidation preference (columns 3-4), (c) whether the liquidation 

multiple is greater than one (columns 5-6), (d) cumulative dividends (columns 7-8), and (e) the 

“cash flow index” that is the sum of the four dummies (columns 9-10).24 For all of these 

provisions, a negative regression coefficient suggests a negative association between mutual fund 

participation and these provisions. Overall, after controlling for all the fixed effects and time-

varying firm characteristics, we find a weakly negative association between mutual fund 

participation and these standard cash flow rights, although they are not statistically significant. 

These findings are generally consistent with Hypotheses 3 and 4 that mutual funds pay more 

                                                
24 To make the tables concise, we chose not to include the results on full ratchet anti-dilution protections, as these 
have very few non-zero observations (see Table 4). The regression coefficients are negative but statistically 
insignificant. 
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attention to redemption and IPO-related rights but less attention to other standard cash flow 

rights. 

4.4 Intensive margin of redemption rights 

To understand better along which dimensions mutual fund rounds are likely to be 

associated with stronger redemption rights, we examine the intensive margin of redemption 

rights. The results are reported in Table 8, where Panel A is the baseline OLS regression, Panel B 

includes year and round fixed effects, and Panel C further includes firm fixed effects.  

[Table 8 about here] 

Conditional on a round having redemption rights, mutual fund rounds are associated with 

stronger redemption rights along almost all of the detailed dimensions that we consider, with the 

effects of delay after notice (columns 2 and 3) and annual installments (column 6) being 

statistically significant in the baseline regression and also when year and round fixed effects are 

included. First, mutual fund participation is associated with significantly shorter delays between 

the notice/receipt date and actual redemption date. As suggested in column 2, mutual fund 

participation is associated with a delay that is 26.6 days shorter (18.0 days when round and year 

fixed effects are included). Some COIs indicate that a delay is possible but do not specify the 

maximum days allowed. If we set the delay in these cases to 365 days (the longest delay 

observed in our data), instead of treating them as missing values, column 3 suggests that mutual 

fund participation is associated with a reduced delay of 82.6 days (96.3 days when round and 

year fixed effects are included).  Column 6 indicates that in mutual fund rounds, actual cash 

distributions are spread out across fewer annual installments, that is, paid more promptly. In 

terms of the magnitude, mutual fund participation is associated with a reduced delay of about 

0.58-0.78 of a year. In particular, the effect on annual installments is still statistically significant 
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at the 1% level when controlling for the firm fixed effects, suggesting that mutual funds selecting 

certain firms is unlikely to drive the effect. Finally, although less statistically significant, we find 

suggestive evidence that mutual fund rounds may be associated with an about four months 

shorter delay until investors can initiate a redemption request. 

4.5 Matching analysis 

As a robustness check that our results are not driven by rounds with and without mutual 

fund participation being fundamentally different, we conduct a matching analysis. We examine 

the presence of various contractual provisions across rounds with and without mutual fund 

participation. Table 9 reports the average treatment effect (ATE), where rounds with mutual fund 

participation are considered to be treated. Odd-numbered columns match rounds with and 

without mutual fund participation based on the year and financing round (capped at Series E and 

above). Even-numbered columns further match on log employment and log valuation, using 

Mahalanobis distance to help control for time-varying firm-level characteristics.  

[Table 9 about here] 

Table 9 shows that for redemption rights, down-IPO veto rights, and control rights, the 

estimated ATEs are still statistically significant and similar to the estimated coefficients on the 

mutual fund participation dummy in Table 7. The estimated ATEs for participation rights and 

liquidation rights even become statistically significant and negative compared to Table 7, 

suggesting that mutual funds trade off rights that are more related to liquidity against some 

standard cash-flow rights, consistent with Hypotheses 3 and 4. 

4.6 Correlation in contractual provisions 

To provide another perspective on mutual funds’ distinctive contractual preferences, 

Table 10 examines the correlation across different contractual provisions. We compare rounds 
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without mutual fund participation (Panel A) to those without mutual fund participation (Panel B) 

in a formal regression framework, controlling for year and round fixed effects.  

[Table 10 about here] 

We focus in particular on the interaction between 1) redemption and IPO-related rights 

and 2) standard cash flow rights. As Gornall and Strebulaev (2018) suggest, down-IPO veto 

rights are generally more valuable if the investors also obtain senior liquidation preferences or a 

liquidation multiple greater than one, since those enable the investors to receive a 

disproportionately large share of the exit proceeds in case of an exit through an acquisition. Panel 

B shows that in rounds without mutual fund participation (thus, presumably dominated by 

venture capitalists), the presence of a senior liquidation preference is associated with a 15.5% 

increase in the likelihood of having down-IPO veto rights. The effect is statistically significant at 

the 1% level. In Panel A, which restricts the analysis to rounds with mutual fund participation, 

this effect is smaller and insignificant. 

Given our earlier results that mutual fund investments are associated with stronger down-

IPO veto rights and weaker standard cash flow rights, this comparison suggests that mutual funds 

do disproportionately value stronger IPO veto rights, despite the lack of complementary strong 

cash flow rights. Thus, this comparison provides another way to illustrate mutual funds’ 

contractual preferences, consistent with Hypothesis 4.  

Similarly, for rounds without mutual fund participation, the presence of a liquidation 

multiple greater than one is associated with a 17.4% increase in the likelihood of having IPO 

ratchets. Again, this effect becomes insignificant and negligible for those rounds with mutual 

fund participation. 
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4.7 Relationship between fund characteristics and contractual provisions 

To shed additional light on the economic mechanisms linking mutual fund participation 

with the contractual provisions, we explore in Table 11 the association between the 

characteristics of mutual funds investing in a given round and the round’s contractual provisions. 

The sample consists of 100 rounds with mutual fund participation. For each round, we either 

calculate the value-weighted average of the characteristics of all participating mutual funds 

(Panel A) or take the characteristics of the fund purchasing the largest stake (Panel B). We refer 

to such funds as lead funds. We include year and round fixed effects in all regressions. 

[Table 11 about here] 

Given the relatively small sample size, regressions in Table 11 have limited statistical 

power. However, several results stand out and are consistent with Hypothesis 3.25 As shown in 

columns 1 and 3, flow volatility of the participating funds is strongly associated with a higher 

probability of the round having redemption and down-IPO veto rights. The economic magnitudes 

are also quite large: a one standard deviation increase in the flow volatility of the participating 

funds is associated with an 11.8% higher probability of having redemption rights and an 11.3% 

higher probability of having down-IPO veto rights. These findings are consistent with 

Hypotheses 3 and 4. Mutual funds’ capital structure and risk management concerns—in 

particular, their need to handle daily inflows and outflows and marking-to-market—push them to 

request stronger redemption and IPO-related rights. 

                                                
25 Given the relatively small sample size and the strong correlation (0.57) between fund size and family size in our 
sample, we control for only one measure of size at a time. Our benchmark specifications in Table 11 use family size, 
because the contractual terms with portfolio unicorns are often negotiated by the fund families rather than by 
individual funds. We obtain similar, though slightly weaker, results when using fund size. 
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4.8 Mutual fund share of the investment round 

If mutual funds are indeed negotiating and selecting rounds with redemption and IPO-

related rights, then our results concerning the contractual provisions should be driven by rounds 

where mutual funds account for a large fraction of the financing provided. To test this hypothesis, 

we re-estimate the regressions of Table 7 using MF share, which is defined as the share of the 

round’s funding that is provided by mutual funds. Table A3 in the Appendix reports the results. 

 [Table A3 about here] 

Columns 1 through 6 show that investment rounds with a higher MF share are more 

likely to have redemption rights, IPO ratchets, and down-IPO veto rights. The economic 

magnitudes are again quite large: with year and round fixed effects and controlling for valuation, 

a 10% increase in mutual fund share is significantly associated with a 3.4% increase in 

redemption rights, a 2.2% increase in IPO ratchets, and a 2.1% increase in down-IPO veto rights. 

The results become weaker after controlling for firm fixed effects but are still statistically 

significant at the 10% level for IPO ratchets. These results again suggest that our results are not 

completely driven by mutual funds simply selecting certain firms, but instead reflect their 

contractual preferences. We also find that a higher MF share is significantly associated with 

fewer directors and more protective provisions, consistent with Table 7.  

4.9 IPO ratchets: a case study 

Given mutual funds’ preferences for different contractual provisions, as revealed by our 

results, a natural question is whether the rights requested by mutual funds do indeed benefit them 

ex-post. Answering this question is challenging due to the limited sample period and data 

availability: we are not aware of any reliable and systematic data documenting the ex-post 

exercise of redemption or down-IPO veto rights. Moreover, the interviews summarized in 
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Appendix B suggest much of the power of these rights lies in their use as a threat point in 

negotiations.   

To address concerns about the efficacy of the provisions, we provide evidence regarding 

the use of IPO ratchets. Within our sample, we found three unicorns where the convertible 

preferred stocks had IPO ratchets, and down-IPOs ensued. In each case, investors indeed 

received extra shares to reach the stipulated return threshold, suggesting that such provisions 

may have real consequences: 

• The first one is Box Inc., which went public at $14 per share. The firm’s series F 

preferred stock had an initial purchase price of $20 per share with an IPO ratchet with a 

multiple of 1.11. Its series E preferred stock had an initial purchase price of $18 per share 

with an IPO ratchet with a multiple of 1. 	

• The second case is Chegg Inc., which went public at $12.50 per share. Its series E 

preferred stock had an initial purchase price of $9.85 per share with an IPO ratchet with a 

multiple of 1.5. 	

• Finally, Square Inc. went public at $9 per share, while its series E preferred stock had an 

initial purchase price of $15.46 per share with an IPO ratchet with a multiple of 1.2.  	

In all of these cases, investors in rounds with IPO ratchets received extra shares at IPO to 

guarantee their promised returns.26 For example, Box Inc. raised $150 million in its round F from 

two investors, Coatue Management and TPG Capital. Under the IPO ratchet as described above, 

                                                
26 For detailed documentation of these three cases, see for Box, Randall Smith, “Protections for Late Investors Can 
Inflate Start-Up Valuations,” June 8, 2015, https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/08/business/dealbook/protections-for-
late-investors-can-inflate-start-up-valuations.html/;  for Chegg, Douglas MacMillan, “Valuation-Hungry Startups 
Should Heed Chegg's Disastrous IPO 'Ratchet,'” October 21, 2015, 
https://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/10/21/valuation-hungry-startups-should-heed-cheggs-disastrous-ipo-ratchet/; and 
for Square, Scott Austin and Rolfe Winkler. “Square Pays $93 Million Penalty to Some Investors in IPO,” 
November 18, 2015, https://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/11/18/square-pays-93-million-penalty-to-some-investors-in-
ipo/.   
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Coatue and TPG were entitled to receive additional shares. Specifically, Box’s lower IPO price 

at $14 a share effectively dropped Coatue and TPG’s purchase price to $12.60 a share (= $14 / 

1.11) and thus increased the number of shares they received by 58.7% (= $20 / $12.6 - 1). The 

potential impact of an IPO ratchet provision also figured prominently in potential investors’ 

concerns about the proposed (and ultimately withdrawn) WeWork IPO.27  

5 Conclusion 

We propose a conceptual framework that highlights the interaction between the classic 

agency problem between entrepreneurs and investors and that between earlier- and later-stage 

investors, the latter of whom may face liquidity constraints. Using novel contract-level data, we 

illustrate this framework by studying open-end mutual funds investing in venture-backed firms 

and the contractual consequences of these investments.  We find that mutual funds with more 

stable funding are more likely to invest. Rounds with mutual fund participation have stronger 

redemption and IPO-related rights and less board representation, all of which improve the 

liquidity of the underlying securities, consistent with our conceptual framework. We believe our 

analysis and conceptual framework may inform future theoretical and empirical work on the 

rapidly evolving dynamics of investment in private firms. 

 

  

                                                
27 John C. Coffee, “Toxic Unicorns: What has been Missed about WeWork’s Fiasco,” November 9, 2019, 
https://clsbluesky.law.columbia.edu/2019/11/06/toxic-unicorns-what-has-been-missed-about-weworks-fiasco/,. 
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6B;m`2 j U+QMiBMm2/V
S`2p�H2M+2 Q7 *QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb �M/ Jmim�H 6mM/ S�`iB+BT�iBQM #v 6BM�M+BM; _QmM/

h?Bb };m`2 b?Qrb i?2 T`2p�H2M+2 Q7 /Bz2`2Mi +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb �M/ Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+@
BT�iBQM #v }M�M+BM; `QmM/X
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h�#H2 R
h?2 AMp2biQ`b Q7 l#2`

h?Bb i�#H2- +QKTBH2/ 7`QK *`mM+?#�b2- `2TQ`ib i?2 HBbi Q7 BMp2biQ`b Q7 l#2` #v `QmM/ �M/
BMp2biK2Mi ivT2 �b Q7 .2+2K#2` kyRdX

_QmM/fhvT2 .Bb+HQb2/ AMp2biQ`b
a22/ :�``2ii *�KT- h`�pBb E�H�MB+F
�M;2H 6B`bi _QmM/ UH2�/V- �/�K G2#2`- �6a[m�`2- �@:`�/2 AMp2biK2Mib- �H7`2/ GBM-

"�#�F LBpB- "2+?i2H o2Mim`2b- "Q##v u�x/�MB- *v�M "�MBbi2`- .�i� *QHH2+iBp2-
.�pB/ a�+Fb- .`Q` "2`K�M- 6QmM/2` *QHH2+iBp2- :�`v o�vM2`+?mF- C�bQM *�H�@
+�MBb- C�bQM SQ`i- C2`2Kv aiQTT2HK�M- CQb? aT2�`- E�TQ` *�TBi�H- E2pBM >�`ix-
E?�H2/ >2HBQmB- GQr2`+�b2 *�TBi�H- JBF2 q�Hb?- L�p�H _�pBF�Mi- P`2M JB+?2Hb-
a+Qii "�MBbi2`- a+Qii "2HbFv- a?�rM 6�MMBM;- h2+?bi�`b o2Mim`2b

a2`B2b � "2M+?K�`F UH2�/V- �H7`2/ GBM- 6B`bi _QmM/- AMMQp�iBQM 1M/2�pQ`b- GQr2`+�b2
*�TBi�H- a+Qii "�MBbi2`

a2`B2b " J2MHQ o2Mim`2b UH2�/V- "2M+?K�`F- *`mM+?6mM/- .�i� *QHH2+iBp2- :QH/K�M
a�+?b- C2z "2xQb- C2z E2�`H- LB?�H J2?i�- aB;M�im`2b *�TBi�H- amKKBi �+iBQM-
h`Qv *�`i2`- hmbF o2Mim`2b

a2`B2b * :o UH2�/V- "2M+?K�`F- hS: :`Qri?
a2`B2b . 6B/2HBiv UH2�/V- "H�+F_Q+F- :2M2`�H �iH�MiB+- :o- EH2BM2` S2`FBMb *�m}2H/ � "v@

2`b- J2MHQ o2Mim`2b- a?2`T� *�TBi�H- amKKBi S�`iM2`b- q2HHBM;iQM J�M�;2K2Mi
a2`B2b 1 :H�/2 "`QQF *�TBi�H S�`iM2`b UH2�/V- "`�M/ *�TBi�H- .BM2b? JQQ`D�MB- 6QmM/�@

iBQM *�TBi�H- >.a *�TBi�H- C�+F �#`�?�K- GB;?i ai`22i *�TBi�H J�M�;2K2Mi-
GQM2 SBM2 *�TBi�H- L2r 1Mi2`T`Bb2 �bbQ+B�i2b- Z�i�` AMp2biK2Mi �mi?Q`Biv-
_�xKB; >Qp�;?BKB�M- a?2`T� *�TBi�H- a[m�`2 S2; *�TBi�H- ar�v o2Mim`2b U7Q`@
K2`Hv �AhoV- hBK2b AMi2`M2i- o�HB�Mi *�TBi�H S�`iM2`b-

a2`B2b 6 �TTqQ`Fb o2Mim`2b- "2MM2ii *QH2K�M �M/ *Q Gi/- JB+`QbQ7i- JB+`QbQ7i *Q`TQ@
`�iBQM @ ai`�i2;B+ AMp2biK2Mib- Ja�

G�i2 .2#i :QH/K�M a�+?b U+Q@H2�/V- JQ`;�M ai�MH2v U+Q@H2�/V- "�`+H�vb SG*- *BiB;`QmT
G�i2 S1 a�m/B �`�#B�Ƕb Sm#HB+ AMp2biK2Mi 6mM/- h�i� *�TBi�H- G2ii2`QM2 >QH/BM;b a�
a2`B2b : a�m/B �`�#B�Ƕb Sm#HB+ AMp2biK2Mi 6mM/ UH2�/V- 6Q`i_Qbb o2Mim`2bƘ
G�i2 .2#i JQ`;�M ai�MH2v UH2�/V- :QH/K�M a�+?b- "�`+H�vb SG*- *BiB;`QmT
G�i2 o2Mim`2 �t2H aT`BM;2` UH2�/V- : a[m�`2/
G�i2 o2Mim`2 aQ7i"�MF oBbBQM 6mM/ UH2�/V
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h�#H2 k
amKK�`v ai�iBbiB+b, 6mM/b

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib bmKK�`v bi�iBbiB+b 7Q` Kmim�H 7mM/b BM i?2 b�KTH2X h?2 b�KTH2 +QMbBbib
Q7 �+iBp2Hv K�M�;2/ /QK2biB+ 2[mBiv 7mM/b rBi? iQi�H M2i �bb2ib UhL�V Q7 �i H2�bi 0Ry KBHHBQMX
6mM/ bBx2 Bb i?2 M�im`�H HQ; Q7 i?2 7mM/ hL�X 6�KBHv bBx2 Bb i?2 M�im`�H HQ; Q7 i?2 �;;`2;�i2 hL�
Q7 �HH 7mM/b rBi?BM i?2 7mM/ 7�KBHvX AMbiBimiBQM�H b?�`2 Bb i?2 7`�+iBQM Q7 7mM/ hL� BM BMbiBimiBQM�H
b?�`2 +H�bb2bX 6HQr pQH�iBHBiv Bb i?2 bi�M/�`/ /2pB�iBQM Q7 KQMi?Hv 7mM/ ~Qrb Qp2` i?2 T`2+2/BM;
ir2Hp2 KQMi?bX 6mM/ ~Qrb �`2 +�H+mH�i2/ �b TNAt−(1+Rt)×TNAt−1

TNAt−1
X J�M�;2K2Mi 722 Bb i?2 /QHH�`

p�Hm2 Q7 K�M�;2K2Mi 722b T�B/ /m`BM; i?2 v2�` /BpB/2/ #v i?2 �p2`�;2 M2i �bb2ib /m`BM; i?2 v2�`X
h?2 b�KTH2 T2`BQ/ Bb kyRyZRĜkyReZ9- rBi? 2�+? 7mM/@[m�`i2` �b �M Q#b2`p�iBQMX

S2`+2MiBH2
N J2�M a. k8 8y d8

6mM/ bBx2 88-3dN 8X3y RXd8 9X98 8Xd8 dXye
6�KBHv bBx2 88-3dN NX3j kXdd 3XRR RyXjk RRX39
AMbiBimiBQM�H b?�`2 UWV 88-3dN j3Xyj j3XNk yXyy kjXkj ddXdd
J�M�;2K2Mi 722 UWV 88-3dN yXde yXk3 yXey yXd8 yXNy
6HQr pQH�iBHBiv UWV 88-3dN 9XkN jjXj8 yXNk RX3j jX3R
lMB+Q`M TQ`i7QHBQ b?�`2 UWV 88-3dN yXyk yXky yXyy yXyy yXyy
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h�#H2 j
amKK�`v ai�iBbiB+b, _QmM/b

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib bmKK�`v bi�iBbiB+b 7Q` mMB+Q`M }M�M+BM; `QmM/b rBi? �M/ rBi?Qmi Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQMX 6B`K �;2 Bb
7`QK *�TBi�H AZX LmK#2` Q7 2KTHQv22b Bb 2biBK�i2/ #�b2/ QM i?2 MmK#2` Q7 GBMF2/AM 2KTHQv22 T`Q}H2bX J6 b?�`2 Bb i?2 b?�`2 Q7 i?2
}M�M+BM; `QmM/ i?�i Bb 7mM/2/ #v Kmim�H 7mM/bX SQbi@KQM2v p�Hm�iBQM Bb 7`QK o* 1tT2`ibX

qBi? Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM qBi?Qmi Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM
S2`+2MiBH2 S2`+2MiBH2

N J2�M a. k8 8y d8 N J2�M a. k8 8y d8
6B`K �;2 RyN 3Xk9 jX3k 8Xyy dXyy RyXyy ejj 8X38 9Xyy jXyy 8Xyy 3Xyy
LmK#2` Q7 2KTHQv22b Ry3 kkjXNe R8eXRk Ry8X8y R3dX8y kdyXyy ek8 RR9Xj3 R99X9y RNXyy eRXyy R8jXyy
_QmM/ MmK#2` RyN dXjd kXe3 8Xyy dXyy NXyy ejj 9Xej kXNe jXyy 9Xyy eXyy
SQbi@KQM2v p�Hm�iBQM U0 KBHHBQMV Nk 8jd8X9k RRee9XN9 3djX88 R8eyX8j j8N8XyN 9jj Ry3yXRj ke9yXNj Re9Xe9 9N8Xd9 RyyyXyy
�KQmMi `�Bb2/ U0 KBHHBQMV Rye k9NXkN 93kXkR 88X8y RyRXyy kk8Xyy eRj 89Xey 3yXkj RkXRk jyXyy e8Xyy
Jmim�H 7mM/ b?�`2 RyN yXjk yXke yXRR yXke yX9d ejj yXyy yXyk yXyy yXyy yXyy
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h�#H2 9
amKK�`v ai�iBbiB+b, *QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb

h?Bb i�#H2 /2b+`B#2b i?2 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb bim/B2/ BM i?2 T�T2` �M/ T`2b2Mib #�bB+
bmKK�`v bi�iBbiB+b QM i?2B` 7`2[m2M+vX 6B`K@H2p2H bi�iBbiB+b �`2 #�b2/ QM i?2 K�tBKmK �+`Qbb 2�+?
}`KǶb }M�M+BM; `QmM/b- BM Qi?2` rQ`/b- i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 � +2`i�BM +QMi`�+im�H 72�im`2 BM �i H2�bi
QM2 `QmM/X

a2MBQ` HB[mB/�iBQM T`272`2M+2 bT2+B}2b r?2i?2` BM � HB[mB/�iBQM 2p2Mi- � ;Bp2M +H�bb Q` 7�KBHv Q7 +H�bb2b
Q7 +QMp2`iB#H2 T`272``2/ biQ+F Bb b2MBQ` iQ i?2 T`2pBQmb +H�bb Q` +H�bb2bX

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b Rjy 8j3 d9
6B`Kb ej Nk R

GB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2 > 1, ?QH/2`b Q7 +QMp2`iB#H2 T`272``2/ biQ+F }`bi `2+2Bp2 i?2 HB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2
iBK2b i?2 Q`B;BM�H Tm`+?�b2 T`B+2 #�+F �M/ i?2M b?�`2 `�i�#Hv rBi? i?2 ?QH/2`b Q7 +QKKQM biQ+F mT iQ �
iQi�H HB[mB/�iBQM �KQmMi T2` b?�`2 2[m�H iQ bQK2 KmHiBTH2 Q7 i?2 Q`B;BM�H Tm`+?�b2 T`B+2X

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b jR dRR y
6B`Kb kk Rj9 y

S�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib �HHQr ?QH/2`b Q7 T`272``2/ biQ+F iQ ǳ/Qm#H2 /BTǴ, B7 HB[mB/�iBQM T`272`2M+2 Bb i`B;;2`2/-
BMp2biQ`b }`bi `2+2Bp2 i?2 biBTmH�i2/ �KQmMi Ui?2 HB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2 iBK2b i?2 Q`B;BM�H Tm`+?�b2 T`B+2V #�+F
�M/ +�M i?2M +QMp2`i i?2 +QMp2`iB#H2 T`272``2/ biQ+F BMiQ +QKKQM biQ+F �M/ b?�`2 i?2 mTbB/2X q2 /BpB/2
�;`22K2Mib BMiQ i?Qb2 rBi? MQ T�`iB+BT�iBQM Q` +�TT2/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM UT�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib 4 yV �M/ rBi? 7mHH
T�`iB+BT�iBQM UT�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib 4 RVX

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b R93 8N9 y
6B`Kb 9e RRy y

*mKmH�iBp2 /BpB/2M/b K2�M i?�i /BpB/2M/b �++mKmH�i2 Qp2` iBK2 �M/ 2z2+iBp2Hv BM+`2�b2 i?2 BMp2biQ`bǶ
`2im`M BM i?2 2p2Mi Q7 HB[mB/�iBQMX

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b je dy8 R
6B`Kb Rd RjN y

6mHH `�i+?2i �MiB@/BHmiBQM T`Qi2+iBQM K2�Mb i?�i BM i?2 2p2Mi � }`K Bbbm2b M2r 2[mBiv �i � HQr2` p�Hm�iBQM
i?�M BM T`2pBQmb }M�M+BM; `QmM/b- i?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`B+2 Q7 i?2 2tBbiBM; +QMp2`iB#H2 T`272``2/ b?�`2b Bb �/Dmbi2/
/QrMr�`/b iQ i?2 T`B+2 �i r?B+? i?2 M2r b?�`2b �`2 Bbbm2/- `2;�`/H2bb Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 M2r b?�`2b Bbbm2/X

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b kR dky R
6B`Kb 9 R8R R
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h�#H2 9 U+QMiBMm2/V
amKK�`v ai�iBbiB+b, *QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb BM lMB+Q`M 6BM�M+BM; _QmM/b

_2/2KTiBQM `B;?ib ;Bp2 BMp2biQ`b i?2 `B;?i iQ /2K�M/ `2/2KTiBQM Q7 i?2B` bi�F2 BM i?2 }`KX

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b Rke eRe y
6B`Kb je Rky y

ASP `�i+?2ib ;Bp2 BMp2biQ`b �//BiBQM�H b?�`2b BM ASPb BM r?B+? i?2 Qz2` T`B+2 Bb #2HQr � bT2+B}+ i?`2b?QH/X

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b 8d e3j k
6B`Kb kN Rke R

.QrM@ASP p2iQ 2t2KTib BMp2biQ`b 7`QK �miQK�iB+ +QMp2`bBQM BM ASPb rBi? Qz2` T`B+2 #2HQr � bT2+B}2/
7`�+iBQM Q7 i?2 `QmM/ T`B+2X

u2b URV LQ UyV Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b Rje ey8 R
6B`Kb 9R RR8 y

*H�bb /B`2+iQ`b BM/B+�i2 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 /B`2+iQ`b i?�i � b2`B2b +�M pQi2 �b � b2T�`�i2 +H�bbX

y R kY Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b 9jk k99 ej j
6B`Kb 9j d3 j8 y

S`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb BM/B+�i2 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb i?�i � b2`B2b +�M pQi2 �b � b2T�`�i2
+H�bbX

y R kĜ9 8ĜN RyY Lf�
6BM�M+BM; `QmM/b kdk Ne kkd Rk8 RN j
6B`Kb kk Rj ey 8y RR y
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h�#H2 8
q?B+? lMB+Q`Mb .Q Jmim�H 6mM/b AMp2bi AM\

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 HBM2�` T`Q#�#BHBiv KQ/2H `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 r?2i?2` �i H2�bi QM2 Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�i2b BM i?2
}M�M+BM; `QmM/ QM mMB+Q`M +?�`�+i2`BbiB+b �M/ +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb BM T`2pBQmb `QmM/bX S`QpBbBQMk−1 /2MQi2b i?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7 �
+QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQM BM i?2 T`2pBQmb `QmM/X o�`B�iBQM BM +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb #2ir22M 2�`Hv �M/ H�i2 `QmM/b- /2MQi2/ |∆S`QpBbBQM|k−1-
Bb /2}M2/ �b i?2 �#bQHmi2 p�Hm2 Q7 i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 �p2`�;2 p�Hm2 Q7 � ;Bp2M T`QpBbBQM BM b2`B2b * i?`Qm;? k− 1 �M/ i?2 �p2`�;2
p�Hm2 Q7 i?2 b�K2 T`QpBbBQM BM i?2 a22/- �- �M/ " `QmM/bX h?2 b�KTH2 Q7 `QmM/b +QMbBbib Q7 b2`B2b * �M/ H�i2` `QmM/bX _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/
2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.039∗∗ 0.043∗∗ 0.045∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗ 0.043∗∗ 0.046∗∗ 0.042∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)
GMU�;2V 0.032 0.028 0.016 0.060 0.024 0.018 0.024 0.034 0.038 0.052

(0.062) (0.065) (0.067) (0.064) (0.065) (0.065) (0.066) (0.065) (0.064) (0.066)
o* 2tT2`B2M+2 0.051∗∗ 0.043∗ 0.046∗∗ 0.042∗ 0.049∗∗ 0.042∗ 0.046∗∗ 0.047∗∗ 0.052∗∗ 0.049∗∗

(0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.024) (0.022) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.025)
_2/2KTiBQM `B;?ibk−1 0.226∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗

(0.062) (0.060)
|∆_2/2KTiBQM `B;?ib|k−1 −0.261∗∗ −0.357∗∗∗

(0.118) (0.111)
ASP `�i+?2ik−1 0.104 0.141

(0.129) (0.152)
|∆ASP `�i+?2i|k−1 −0.051 −0.181

(0.261) (0.296)
.QrM@ASP p2iQk−1 0.040 −0.004

(0.071) (0.074)
|∆.QrM@ASP p2iQ|k−1 0.041 0.122

(0.114) (0.129)
S�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ibk−1 −0.066 −0.076

(0.044) (0.048)
|∆S�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib|k−1 −0.221∗∗∗ −0.295∗∗∗

(0.083) (0.088)
a2MBQ` HB[mB/�iBQM T`272`2M+2k−1 0.019 0.001

(0.078) (0.091)
|∆a2MBQ` HB[mB/�iBQM T`272`2M+2|k−1 0.067 0.112

(0.108) (0.112)
GB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2 0=0 Rk−1 0.104 0.034

(0.163) (0.168)
|∆GB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2|$ > $1k−1 0.187 0.394∗

(0.203) (0.205)
*mKmH�iBp2 /BpB/2M/bk−1 −0.022 0.065

(0.175) (0.136)
|∆*mKmH�iBp2 /BpB/2M/b|k−1 0.062 −0.014

(0.165) (0.150)
*H�bb /B`2+iQ`bk−1 −0.070∗ −0.105∗∗

(0.039) (0.040)
|∆*H�bb /B`2+iQ`b|k−1 −0.062 −0.038

(0.050) (0.049)
S`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMbk−1 −0.003 0.003

(0.011) (0.011)
|∆S`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb|k−1 −0.018 −0.014

(0.012) (0.013)
N je9 je9 je9 je9 je9 je9 je9 je9 je9 je9
R2 0.158 0.120 0.120 0.134 0.120 0.129 0.118 0.126 0.125 0.228
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

8e



h�#H2 e
q?B+? Jmim�H 6mM/b �`2 JQ`2 GBF2Hv hQ AMp2bi\

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 HBM2�` T`Q#�#BHBiv KQ/2H `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 r?2i?2` � 7mM/
BMp2bib BM mMB+Q`Mb,

yf,t% = α+ β′Xf,t + εf,t

r?2`2 y% Bb i?2 +QM/BiBQM�H T`Q#�#BHBiv Q7 BMp2biBM; BM �Mv mMB+Q`M- 2tT`2bb2/ BM T2`+2Mi�;2 7Q`K-
f BM/2t2b 7mM/b �M/ t BM/2t2b [m�`i2` /�i2bX �HH 2tTH�M�iQ`v p�`B�#H2b �`2 bi�M/�`/Bx2/ bQ i?�i i?2
+Q2{+B2Mib `2T`2b2Mi i?2 2z2+i Q7 � QM2 bi�M/�`/ /2pB�iBQM +?�M;2 BM 2�+? 2tTH�M�iQ`v p�`B�#H2X
6mM/ bBx2 Bb i?2 M�im`�H HQ; Q7 i?2 7mM/ hL�X 6�KBHv bBx2 Bb i?2 M�im`�H HQ; Q7 i?2 �;;`2;�i2 hL�
Q7 �HH 7mM/b rBi?BM i?2 7mM/ 7�KBHvX 6HQr pQH�iBHBiv Bb i?2 bi�M/�`/ /2pB�iBQM Q7 KQMi?Hv 7mM/ ~Qrb
Qp2` i?2 T`2+2/BM; ir2Hp2 KQMi?bX 6mM/ ~Qrb �`2 +�H+mH�i2/ �b TNAt−(1+Rt)×TNAt−1

TNAt−1
X J�M�;2K2Mi

722 Bb i?2 /QHH�` p�Hm2 Q7 K�M�;2K2Mi 722b T�B/ /m`BM; i?2 v2�` /BpB/2/ #v i?2 �p2`�;2 M2i �bb2ib
/m`BM; i?2 v2�`X AMbiBimiBQM�H b?�`2 Bb i?2 7`�+iBQM Q7 7mM/ hL� BM BMbiBimiBQM�H b?�`2 +H�bb2bX h?2
b�KTH2 T2`BQ/ Bb kyRyZRĜkyReZ9- rBi? 2�+? 7mM/@[m�`i2` �b �M Q#b2`p�iBQMX ai�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2
�/Dmbi2/ 7Q` +Hmbi2`BM; #v 7mM/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S`Q#�#BHBiv Q7 BMp2biBM; BM mMB+Q`Mb UWV
µ = 2.60%

URV UkV UjV U9V
6mM/ bBx2 1.689∗∗∗ 1.592∗∗∗ 1.757∗∗∗ 1.685∗∗∗

(0.348) (0.344) (0.356) (0.357)
6�KBHv bBx2 1.307∗∗∗ 1.350∗∗∗ 1.047∗∗∗ 1.081∗∗∗

(0.241) (0.242) (0.259) (0.260)
6HQr pQH�iBHBiv −0.264∗∗∗ −0.270∗∗∗ −0.252∗∗ −0.223∗∗

(0.090) (0.090) (0.108) (0.106)
J�M�;2K2Mi 722 0.168 0.147 −0.147 −0.140

(0.143) (0.143) (0.161) (0.159)
AMbiBimiBQM�H b?�`2 −0.100 −0.271 −0.056 −0.052

(0.265) (0.268) (0.273) (0.273)
N 88-3dN 88-3dN 88-3dN 88-3dN
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.033 0.043 0.068 0.087
u2�` 61 ! !
GBTT2` Q#D2+iBp2 61 !
P#D2+iBp2@u2�` 61 !

8d



h�#H2 d
*QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb �M/ Jmim�H 6mM/ S�`iB+BT�iBQM BM 6BM�M+BM; _QmM/

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb QM Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM BM i?2 }M�M+BM; `QmM/,

S`QpBbBQMi,k = α+ β0 · J6bi,k + β1 · Ln(Employees)i,k + β2 · Ln(V aluation)i,k + εi,k

r?2`2 i BM/2t2b }`Kb �M/ k BM/2t2b }M�M+BM; `QmM/bX J6b Bb � /mKKv p�`B�#H2 2[m�H iQ QM2 7Q` `QmM/b rBi? Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQMX
*QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb �`2 /2}M2/ BM a2+iBQM kX9 �M/ bmKK�`Bx2/ BM h�#H2 �R BM i?2 �TT2M/BtX _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗-
∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
J6b 0.189∗∗∗ 0.068∗ 0.023 −0.001 0.172∗∗∗ 0.081∗∗ −0.391∗∗∗ −0.068 0.821∗ 1.086∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.040) (0.043) (0.039) (0.053) (0.039) (0.074) (0.076) (0.452) (0.261)
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.080∗∗∗ 0.035 0.047∗∗∗ −0.043 0.065∗∗∗ −0.061∗ 0.181∗∗∗ −0.037 0.248 −0.341

(0.016) (0.029) (0.012) (0.029) (0.015) (0.032) (0.035) (0.101) (0.159) (0.352)
GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.067∗∗∗ 0.010 −0.020∗ 0.015 −0.080∗∗∗ 0.009 −0.029 0.066 0.096 0.223

(0.016) (0.018) (0.012) (0.024) (0.016) (0.024) (0.031) (0.066) (0.124) (0.280)
N 8RN 8RN 8Rd 8Rd 8R3 8R3 8Re 8Re 8Rd 8Rd
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.062 0.827 0.028 0.508 0.050 0.816 0.158 0.682 0.027 0.604

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib T`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

J6b −0.071 −0.020 −0.023 0.023 −0.028 −0.068 −0.009 −0.065∗ −0.155 −0.107
(0.044) (0.041) (0.050) (0.055) (0.027) (0.042) (0.021) (0.034) (0.118) (0.136)

GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.049∗∗ 0.047 −0.005 0.040 0.013∗ 0.006 −0.001 0.030 0.053 0.162
(0.022) (0.030) (0.020) (0.045) (0.007) (0.021) (0.008) (0.024) (0.043) (0.104)

GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.096∗∗∗ −0.111∗∗∗ −0.034∗ −0.041 −0.010 −0.010 −0.021∗∗ −0.005 −0.195∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗

(0.018) (0.031) (0.018) (0.044) (0.009) (0.019) (0.011) (0.029) (0.048) (0.103)
N 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8R3 8R3 8R3 8R3
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.103 0.748 0.010 0.530 0.009 0.220 0.025 0.462 0.052 0.562
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
lMB+Q`M 61 ! ! ! ! !

83



h�#H2 3
_2/2KTiBQM _B;?ib

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 p�`BQmb �bT2+ib Q7 BMp2biQ` `2/2KTiBQM `B;?ib
QM Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM BM i?2 }M�M+BM; `QmM/,

_2/2KTiBQMi,k = α+ β0 · J6bi,k + εi,k

r?2`2 i BM/2t2b }`Kb �M/ k BM/2t2b }M�M+BM; `QmM/bX J6b Bb � /mKKv p�`B�#H2 2[m�H iQ QM2 7Q`
`QmM/b rBi? Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQMX JQMi?b mMiBH `2/2KTiBQM Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 KQMi?b mMiBH
i?2 }`bi /�i2 BMp2biQ`b +�M �bF 7Q` i?2B` b?�`2b iQ #2 `2/22K2/X .2H�v �7i2` MQiB+2 Bb i?2 K�tBKmK
MmK#2` Q7 /�vb 7`QK i?2 iBK2 BMp2biQ`b bm#KBi `2/2KTiBQM MQiB+2 iQ i?2 }`bi `2/2KTiBQM T�vK2MiX
AM +�b2b Q7 MQ bi�i2/ K�tBKmK- .2H�v �7i2` MQiB+2 R b2ib bm+? Q#b2`p�iBQMb iQ KBbbBM;- r?BH2 .2H�v
�7i2` MQiB+2 k b2ib i?2K iQ je8 /�vb- i?2 K�tBKmK p�Hm2 Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 /�i�X J�tBKmK /2H�v Bb
b2i 2t@�Mi2 BM i?2 *PAbX LQ pQi2 M2+2bb�`v Bb � /mKKv p�`B�#H2 2[m�H iQ QM2 B7 `2/2KTiBQM MQiB+2 Bb
bm{+B2Mi �M/ B7 MQ pQi2 #v Qi?2` BMp2biQ`b Bb M2+2bb�`v 7Q` `2/2KTiBQM iQ i�F2 TH�+2X *H�bb pQi2 Bb
� /mKKv p�`B�#H2 2[m�H iQ QM2 Bb `2/2KTiBQM pQi2 i�F2b TH�+2 �i i?2 +H�bb H2p2HX h?2 QKBii2/ +�b2
Bb pQiBM; #v �HH T`272`2/ b?�`2?QH/2`bX �MMm�H BMbi�HHK2Mib Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 �MMm�H BMbi�HHK2MibX
_Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X "2+�mb2 `Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 MQi /2}M2/ BM i?2 +H�bb
pQi2 `2;`2bbBQMb rBi? mMB+Q`M }t2/ 2z2+ib BM +QHmKM 8 Q7 S�M2H *- i?2b2 `2bmHib �`2 QKBii2/X ∗- ∗∗-
�M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

JQMi?b mMiBH .2H�v �7i2` .2H�v �7i2` LQ pQi2 *H�bb �MMm�H
`2/2KTiBQM MQiB+2 R MQiB+2 k M2+2bb�`v pQi2 BMbi�HHK2Mib

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV
S�M2H �, PGa

J6b −3.663 −26.581∗∗∗ −82.620∗∗∗ 0.046 0.037 −0.575∗∗

(5.112) (7.135) (13.402) (0.048) (0.061) (0.284)
N Rke Ry9 Rkk Rke Rke Rk3
�/Dmbi2/ R2 −0.002 0.055 0.091 0.004 −0.004 0.027

S�M2H ", u2�` �M/ _QmM/ 61b
J6b −3.803 −18.003∗∗∗ −96.303∗∗∗ 0.037 0.046 −0.781∗∗

(5.726) (6.113) (21.397) (0.051) (0.078) (0.326)
N Rke Ry9 Rkk Rke Rke Rk3
�/Dmbi2/ R2 −0.029 0.089 0.093 0.031 0.062 −0.006
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! !
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! !

S�M2H *, lMB+Q`M 61b
J6b −4.280 −1.900 −1.900 0.032 −0.683∗∗∗

(4.318) (1.596) (1.571) (0.037) (0.237)
N Rke Ry9 Rkk Rke Rk3
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.769 0.984 0.964 0.762 0.870
lMB+Q`M 61 ! ! ! ! !

8N



h�#H2 N
*QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb �M/ Jmim�H 6mM/ S�`iB+BT�iBQM BM 6BM�M+BM; _QmM/, J�i+?BM; �M�HvbBb

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib 2biBK�i2b Q7 i?2 �p2`�;2 i`2�iK2Mi 2z2+i U�h1V mbBM; M2�`2bi@M2B;?#Q` K�i+?BM; rBi? J�?�H�MQ#Bb /Bbi�M+2X
SQbBiBp2 �h1 BM/B+�i2b i?�i `QmM/b rBi? Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM �`2 KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ ?�p2 � ;Bp2M +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMX 6BM�M+BM;
`QmM/b rBi? �M/ rBi?Qmi Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQM �`2 K�i+?2/ 2t�+iHv QM v2�` �M/ b2`B2b U+�TT2/ �i a2`B2b 1VX 1p2M@MmK#2`2/ +QHmKMb
�HbQ K�i+? QM HQ; 2KTHQvK2Mi �M/ HQ; p�Hm�iBQM mbBM; J�?�H�MQ#Bb /Bbi�M+2X �#�/B2@AK#2Mb `Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗-
�M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
�h1 0.120∗∗∗ 0.106∗ 0.083 0.065 0.108∗ 0.127∗ −0.310∗∗∗ −0.266∗∗∗ 1.007∗∗ 0.771∗

(0.047) (0.058) (0.054) (0.065) (0.057) (0.072) (0.051) (0.059) (0.460) (0.457)
N jR8 k9e jR9 k98 jR9 k98 jRj k99 jR9 k98

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib T`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

�h1 −0.107∗∗∗ −0.110∗∗ −0.084∗ −0.195∗∗∗ −0.014 0.004 0.003 0.012 −0.286∗∗∗ −0.484∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.046) (0.046) (0.060) (0.040) (0.046) (0.036) (0.043) (0.107) (0.137)
N jR8 k9e jR8 k9e jR8 k9e jR8 k9e jR8 k9e

ey



h�#H2 Ry
*Q``2H�iBQM BM *QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 `2;`2bbBQM �M�HvbBb Q7 i?2 +Q``2H�iBQM �KQM; +QMi`�+@
im�H T`QpBbBQMb BM `QmM/b rBi? p2`bmb rBi?Qmi Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQMX h?2 i�#H2 `2;`2bb2b 2�+?
T`QpBbBQM QM i?2 Qi?2` T`QpBbBQMb- �HQM; rBi? `QmM/ �M/ v2�` }t2/ 2z2+ibX _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b
�`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

a2MBQ` GB[
_2/22K ASP .QrM@ASP S�`iB+BT HB[ KmHiBTH2 *mKX *H�bb S`Qi2+i
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ `B;?ib T`27 > 1 /Bpb /B`2+iQ`b T`Qpb

S�M2H �, _QmM/b rBi? Jmim�H 6mM/ S�`iB+BT�iBQM
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV

_2/2KTiBQM `B;?ib −0.119∗ 0.275∗∗∗ 0.193∗∗ −0.032 −0.024 −0.058 −0.114∗ −0.231
(0.062) (0.084) (0.084) (0.129) (0.022) (0.043) (0.066) (0.614)

ASP `�i+?2i −0.254∗ 0.649∗∗∗ −0.127 0.060 0.066 −0.022 −0.274∗∗ −0.213
(0.134) (0.121) (0.080) (0.166) (0.053) (0.077) (0.117) (0.898)

.QrM@ASP p2iQ 0.452∗∗∗ 0.500∗∗∗ 0.012 0.061 0.069 0.121 0.401∗∗∗ −1.191
(0.123) (0.101) (0.068) (0.171) (0.047) (0.104) (0.117) (0.938)

S�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib 0.415∗∗ −0.128∗ 0.016 −0.220∗∗ −0.005 0.030 0.165 3.237∗∗∗

(0.174) (0.072) (0.089) (0.110) (0.027) (0.031) (0.117) (1.201)
a2MBQ` HB[ T`27 −0.034 0.031 0.040 −0.111∗∗ −0.044 0.020 0.049 2.010∗∗

(0.140) (0.084) (0.115) (0.051) (0.034) (0.077) (0.071) (0.987)
*mKmH�iBp2 /BpB/2M/b −0.227 0.289∗∗ 0.393∗∗ −0.024 −0.382∗∗ −0.169 −0.335∗∗ 3.195

(0.144) (0.127) (0.155) (0.114) (0.190) (0.179) (0.149) (2.304)
GB[ KmHiBTH2 > R −0.322∗ −0.058 0.409 0.077 0.103 −0.100 −0.291∗∗ −0.671

(0.168) (0.196) (0.294) (0.064) (0.375) (0.117) (0.144) (1.212)
*H�bb /B`2+iQ`b −0.238∗ −0.269∗∗ 0.511∗∗∗ 0.160 0.096 −0.075 −0.110 0.923

(0.129) (0.103) (0.109) (0.119) (0.146) (0.051) (0.073) (1.237)
*H�bb T`Qi2+i T`QpBbBQMb −0.004 −0.002 −0.011 0.023∗ 0.029∗ 0.005 −0.002 0.007

(0.010) (0.006) (0.008) (0.013) (0.015) (0.006) (0.004) (0.009)
N RyN RyN RyN RyN RyN RyN RyN RyN RyN
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.222 0.399 0.526 0.221 0.024 0.095 −0.026 0.199 0.117

S�M2H ", _QmM/b rBi?Qmi Jmim�H 6mM/ S�`iB+BT�iBQM
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV

_2/2KTiBQM `B;?ib 0.046 0.088∗ 0.074 −0.095∗∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.016 0.089 0.132
(0.036) (0.049) (0.050) (0.036) (0.034) (0.025) (0.081) (0.310)

ASP `�i+?2i 0.106 0.464∗∗∗ −0.041 0.009 0.030 0.124∗∗ −0.205∗ 0.581
(0.082) (0.082) (0.073) (0.076) (0.044) (0.062) (0.123) (0.433)

.QrM@ASP p2iQ 0.090∗ 0.203∗∗∗ 0.057 0.158∗∗∗ −0.028 0.012 0.127 −0.336
(0.050) (0.044) (0.048) (0.048) (0.026) (0.031) (0.089) (0.347)

S�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib 0.059 −0.014 0.045 −0.032 −0.008 0.017 0.362∗∗∗ 0.595∗∗

(0.040) (0.025) (0.038) (0.038) (0.019) (0.023) (0.088) (0.273)
a2MBQ` HB[ T`272`2M+2 −0.095∗∗∗ 0.004 0.155∗∗∗ −0.040 0.103∗∗∗ 0.097∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗∗ 0.487

(0.036) (0.033) (0.047) (0.047) (0.035) (0.032) (0.105) (0.373)
*mKmH�iBp2 /BpB/2M/b 0.233∗∗∗ 0.033 −0.071 −0.025 0.267∗∗∗ −0.005 −0.095 −0.035

(0.085) (0.048) (0.067) (0.063) (0.079) (0.043) (0.159) (0.556)
GB[ KmHiBTH2 > R 0.054 0.174∗∗ 0.038 0.068 0.318∗∗∗ −0.007 0.406∗ −0.690

(0.082) (0.084) (0.100) (0.092) (0.092) (0.054) (0.215) (0.621)
*H�bb /B`2+iQ`b 0.018 −0.018∗ 0.026 0.094∗∗∗ 0.067∗∗∗ −0.008 0.026∗ 0.732∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.011) (0.018) (0.019) (0.021) (0.013) (0.014) (0.151)
*H�bb T`Qi2+i T`QpBbBQMb 0.002 0.004 −0.005 0.012∗∗ 0.008 −0.000 −0.003 0.058∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.003) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.003) (0.014)
N ek8 ek8 ek8 ek8 ek8 ek8 ek8 ek8 ek8
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.036 0.147 0.128 0.085 0.126 0.062 0.079 0.190 0.066
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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h�#H2 RR
*QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb �M/ 6mM/ *?�`�+i2`BbiB+b

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb QM i?2 +?�`�+i2`BbiB+b Q7 Kmim�H 7mM/b T�`iB+BT�iBM; BM
i?2 `QmM/,

S`QpBbBQMi,k = α+ γ′Xi,k + εi,k

r?2`2 i BM/2t2b }`Kb �M/ k BM/2t2b }M�M+BM; `QmM/bX h?2 b�KTH2 Bb HBKBi2/ iQ `QmM/b rBi? Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQMX AM S�M2H �- 7mM/
+?�`�+i2`BbiB+b �`2 p�Hm2@r2B;?i2/ �p2`�;2b �+`Qbb �HH Kmim�H 7mM/b T�`iB+BT�iBM; BM i?2 `QmM/c BM S�M2H " 7mM/ +?�`�+i2`BbiB+b `272` iQ i?2
H2�/ Kmim�H 7mM/- BX2X- i?2 7mM/ �+[mB`BM; i?2 H�`;2bi MmK#2` Q7 b?�`2b �+`Qbb �HH Kmim�H 7mM/b T�`iB+BT�iBM; BM i?2 `QmM/X _QmM/ �M/
v2�` }t2/ 2z2+ib �`2 BM+Hm/2/ BM �HH bT2+B}+�iBQMbX _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i
10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

_2/22K ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+i S�`iB+BT a2MBQ` GB[ *mKX *�b? ~Qr
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`Qpb `B;?ib HB[ T`27 KmHi > 1 /Bpb BM/2t

S�M2H �, o�Hm2@q2B;?i2/
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

6�KBHv bBx2 0.035 0.031 −0.035 −0.019 −0.314 −0.017 0.077∗ −0.024 0.006 0.119
(0.046) (0.036) (0.060) (0.046) (0.357) (0.028) (0.045) (0.024) (0.013) (0.092)

6HQr pQH�iBHBiv 0.118∗∗ 0.063 0.113∗∗ 0.030 −0.700∗ −0.011 0.054 −0.000 0.019 0.115
(0.050) (0.042) (0.049) (0.042) (0.386) (0.033) (0.042) (0.012) (0.025) (0.082)

J�M�;2K2Mi 722 −0.001 0.043 0.063 −0.069∗∗ 0.085 0.029 0.030 0.009 0.031 0.129∗

(0.047) (0.033) (0.040) (0.034) (0.390) (0.049) (0.030) (0.009) (0.035) (0.068)
N Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.088 0.078 0.097 0.031 0.025 −0.024 0.023 −0.037 0.045 0.051

S�M2H ", G2�/ 6mM/
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

6�KBHv bBx2 0.063 0.016 −0.016 0.017 −0.209 0.028 0.078∗∗ −0.021 0.015 0.179∗∗

(0.046) (0.041) (0.050) (0.032) (0.377) (0.023) (0.036) (0.021) (0.013) (0.076)
6HQr pQH�iBHBiv 0.131∗∗ 0.062 0.115∗∗ 0.039 −0.701∗ 0.002 0.062 −0.002 0.023 0.147∗

(0.053) (0.044) (0.051) (0.045) (0.392) (0.036) (0.044) (0.013) (0.026) (0.085)
J�M�;2K2Mi 722 0.007 0.037 0.069∗ −0.058∗∗ 0.123 0.043 0.029 0.010 0.033 0.145∗∗

(0.049) (0.034) (0.040) (0.029) (0.415) (0.052) (0.032) (0.010) (0.037) (0.068)
N Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.098 0.075 0.094 0.030 0.022 −0.018 0.028 −0.040 0.052 0.076
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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�TT2M/Bt �

h�#H2 �R
o�`B�#H2 .2}MBiBQMb

h?Bb i�#H2 T`QpB/2b i?2 /2}MBiBQMb Q7 i?2 p�`B�#H2b BM i?2 T�T2`X 6Q` `QmM/@H2p2H p�`B�#H2b
i?�i �`2 2tTH�BM2/ BM /2i�BH BM i?2 K�BM i2ti- i?Bb i�#H2 T`QpB/2b � bmKK�`v 7Q` #`2pBivX

o�`B�#H2 .2}MBiBQM
6mM/@G2p2H o�`B�#H2b

6mM/ bBx2 GQ; Q7 i?2 7mM/Ƕb iQi�H M2i �bb2ib UhL�V- 2tT`2bb2/ BM KBHHBQMb Q7 +m``2Mi /QHH�`bX
6�KBHv bBx2 GQ; Q7 i?2 �;;`2;�i2 7mM/ hL�- 2tT`2bb2/ BM KBHHBQMb Q7 +m``2Mi /QHH�`b- �+`Qbb �HH *_aS Kmim�H

7mM/b rBi?BM i?2 b�K2 7mM/ 7�KBHvX
6HQr pQH�iBHBiv ai�M/�`/ /2pB�iBQM Q7 KQMi?Hv 7mM/ ~Qrb Qp2` i?2 T`2+2/BM; ir2Hp2 KQMi?bX 6mM/ ~Qrb �`2

+�H+mH�i2/ �b TNAt−(1+Rt)×TNAt−1
TNAt−1

X
J�M�;2K2Mi 722 6mM/ K�M�;2K2Mi 722 �b � T2`+2Mi Q7 7mM/ hL� 7`QK *_aSX
AMbiBimiBQM�H b?�`2 6QHHQrBM; *?2M- :QH/bi2BM �M/ CB�M; UkyRyV- � b?�`2 +H�bb Bb BMbiBimiBQM�H B7 �V *_aSǶb BMbiBim@

iBQM�H /mKKv Bb 2[m�H iQ u �M/ `2i�BH /mKKv Bb 2[m�H iQ L- Q` #V 7mM/ M�K2 BM+Hm/2b i?2 rQ`/
BMbiBimiBQM�H Q` Bib �##`2pB�iBQM- Q` +V +H�bb M�K2 BM+Hm/2b QM2 Q7 i?2 7QHHQrBM; bm{t2b, A- s- u-
Q` wX a?�`2 +H�bb2b rBi? i?2 rQ`/ `2iB`2K2Mi BM i?2B` M�K2 Q` bm{t2b C- E- �M/ _ �`2 `2i�BHX

lMB+Q`Mb TQ`i7QHBQ b?�`2 6mM/ ?QH/BM;b Q7 mMB+Q`Mb BM i?2 b�KTH2 /BpB/2/ #v 7mM/ hL�X
_QmM/fa2`B2b@G2p2H o�`B�#H2b

o�Hm�iBQM SQbi@KQM2v p�Hm�iBQM- BM KBHHBQMb Q7 +m``2Mi /QHH�`b- �b +�H+mH�i2/ #v o* 1tT2`ibX
GB[mB/�iBQM T`272`2M+2 q?2i?2` � b2`B2b Bb b2MBQ` iQ Bib +HQb2bi T`2pBQmb b2`B2bX
GB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2 > 1 q?2i?2` i?2 HB[mB/�iBQM KmHiBTH2 Q7 � ;Bp2M b2`B2b Bb ;`2�i2` i?�M QM2X
S�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ib q?2i?2` � b2`B2b ?�b 7mHH T�`iB+BT�iBQM `B;?ibX
*mKmH�iBp2 /BpB/2M/b q?2i?2` i?2 /BpB/2M/b Q7 � b2`B2b �`2 +mKmH�iBp2X
6mHH `�i+?2i q?2i?2` � b2`B2b ?�b 7mHH@`�i+?2i �MiB@/BHmiBQM T`QpBbBQMbX
_2/2KTiBQM `B;?ib q?2i?2` � b2`B2b ?�b `2/2KTiBQM `B;?ibX

JQMi?b mMiBH `2/2KTiBQM LmK#2` Q7 KQMi?b mMiBH BMp2biQ`b +�M `2/22K b?�`2bX
.2H�v �7i2` MQiB+2 J�tBKmK MmK#2` Q7 /�vb 7`QK i?2 iBK2 BMp2biQ`b bm#KBi `2/2KTiBQM MQiB+2 iQ i?2 }`bi `2@

/2KTiBQM T�vK2MiX
LQ pQi2 M2+2bb�`v q?2i?2` MQ pQi2 #v Qi?2` BMp2biQ`b Bb M2+2bb�`v 7Q` `2/2KTiBQMbX
*H�bb pQi2 q?2i?2` i?2 `2/2KTiBQM pQi2 Bb �i i?2 +H�bb H2p2HX
�MMm�H BMbi�HHK2Mib LmK#2` Q7 /2H�v2/ �MMm�H BMbi�HHK2Mib �HHQr2/ 7Q` `2/2KTiBQM T�vK2MibX

ASP `�i+?2i q?2i?2` � b2`B2b ?�b ASP `�i+?2iX
.QrM@ASP p2iQ `B;?ib q?2i?2` � b2`B2b ?�b /QrM@ASP p2iQ `B;?ibX
*H�bb /B`2+iQ`b h?2 MmK#2` Q7 /B`2+iQ`b i?�i � b2`B2b +�M pQi2 �b � b2T�`�i2 +H�bbX
hQi�H /B`2+iQ`b h?2 r2B;?i@�/Dmbi2/ iQi�H MmK#2` Q7 /B`2+iQ`b i?�i � b2`B2b +�M pQi2X
*H�bb T`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb h?2 MmK#2` Q7 T`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb i?�i � b2`B2b +�M pQi2 �b � b2T�`�i2 +H�bbX
hQi�H T`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb h?2 r2B;?i@�/Dmbi2/ MmK#2` Q7 iQi�H T`Qi2+iBp2 T`QpBbBQMb i?�i � b2`B2b +�M pQi2
J6b "BM�`v p�`B�#H2 2[m�H iQ QM2 7Q` `QmM/b rBi? �i H2�bi QM2 Kmim�H 7mM/ BMp2biBM;X
J6 b?�`2 h?2 b?�`2 Q7 i?2 }M�M+BM; `QmM/ i?�i Bb 7mM/2/ #v Kmim�H 7mM/bX
o* 2tT2`B2M+2 :QKT2`b 2i �H UkyRyV K2�bm`2 Q7 o* }`K 2tT2`B2M+2, i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 HQ; Q7 QM2

THmb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 BMp2biK2Mib K�/2 #v o* }`K f T`BQ` iQ v2�` t �M/ i?2 �p2`�;2 BM v2�` t
Q7 i?2 HQ; Q7 QM2 THmb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 BMp2biK2Mib K�/2 #v �HH Qi?2` o* }`Kb T`BQ` iQ v2�` tX
AM7Q`K�iBQM QM o* }`K BMp2biK2Mib Bb 7`QK *�TBi�H AZX 6Q` 2�+? bi�`imT@o* T�B`- r2 i�F2 i?2
/�i2 Q7 i?2 }`bi BMp2biK2Mi #v i?2 o* }`K BMiQ i?2 bi�`imTX h?2 b�KTH2 Q7 o* }`Kb +QMbBbib
Q7 }`Kb r?Qb2 /2b+`BTiBQM BM *�TBi�H AZ K2MiBQMb i?2 T?`�b2 ǳp2Mim`2 +�TBi�HXǴ

ej



h�#H2 �k
*QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` 1tBbiBM; .B`2+iQ`b

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 `2;`2bbBQMb BM h�#H2 d r?BH2 +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` i?2 iQi�H MmK#2` Q7 2tBbiBM; /B`2+iQ`bX _Q#mbi
bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
J6b 0.189∗∗∗ 0.071∗ 0.022 0.004 0.172∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗ −0.391∗∗∗ −0.102 0.818∗ 0.997∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.040) (0.042) (0.039) (0.052) (0.040) (0.075) (0.070) (0.447) (0.258)
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.078∗∗∗ 0.035 0.043∗∗∗ −0.043 0.061∗∗∗ −0.061∗ 0.176∗∗∗ −0.041 0.233 −0.352

(0.016) (0.029) (0.012) (0.028) (0.015) (0.032) (0.035) (0.091) (0.163) (0.340)
GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.063∗∗∗ 0.007 −0.013 0.011 −0.072∗∗∗ 0.009 −0.018 0.093 0.125 0.293

(0.016) (0.019) (0.011) (0.024) (0.016) (0.024) (0.032) (0.062) (0.132) (0.269)
LmKX 2tBbiBM; /B`2+iQ`b 0.015 0.017 0.028∗∗∗ 0.028∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.004 0.043∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ 0.118 −0.513∗∗

(0.010) (0.012) (0.010) (0.015) (0.012) (0.016) (0.018) (0.051) (0.087) (0.198)
N 8RN 8RN 8Rd 8Rd 8R3 8R3 8Re 8Re 8Rd 8Rd
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.064 0.828 0.048 0.511 0.068 0.815 0.164 0.711 0.029 0.620

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib S`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

J6b −0.071 −0.024 −0.023 0.022 −0.028 −0.063 −0.009 −0.067∗ −0.156 −0.110
(0.044) (0.042) (0.051) (0.054) (0.026) (0.042) (0.021) (0.035) (0.118) (0.136)

GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.046∗∗ 0.047 −0.004 0.040 0.011 0.006 −0.001 0.030 0.050 0.163
(0.022) (0.030) (0.020) (0.045) (0.007) (0.021) (0.008) (0.024) (0.043) (0.104)

GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.089∗∗∗ −0.108∗∗∗ −0.035∗∗ −0.040 −0.008 −0.014 −0.022∗∗ −0.004 −0.190∗∗∗ −0.207∗∗

(0.019) (0.030) (0.018) (0.043) (0.009) (0.019) (0.011) (0.029) (0.048) (0.102)
LmKX 2tBbiBM; /B`2+iQ`b 0.025∗∗ −0.020 −0.006 −0.008 0.010 0.032 −0.003 −0.012 0.020 −0.016

(0.012) (0.013) (0.011) (0.026) (0.007) (0.019) (0.006) (0.021) (0.029) (0.063)
N 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8R3 8R3 8R3 8R3
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.111 0.749 0.009 0.529 0.013 0.231 0.023 0.462 0.051 0.561
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
lMB+Q`M 61 ! ! ! ! !
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h�#H2 �j
*QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb �M/ Jmim�H 6mM/b a?�`2 Q7 i?2 6BM�M+BM; _QmM/

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb QM i?2 Kmim�H 7mM/b b?�`2 Q7 i?2 }M�M+BM; `QmM/,

S`QpBbBQMi,k = α+ β0 · J6 b?�`2i,k + β1 · Ln(Employees)i,k + β2 · Ln(V aluation)i,k + εi,k

r?2`2 i BM/2t2b }`Kb �M/ k BM/2t2b }M�M+BM; `QmM/bX J6 b?�`2 Bb i?2 b?�`2 Q7 i?2 }M�M+BM; `QmM/ i?�i Bb 7mM/2/ #v Kmim�H 7mM/bX
*QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb �`2 /2}M2/ BM a2+iBQM kX9 �M/ bmKK�`Bx2/ BM h�#H2 �R BM i?2 �TT2M/BtX _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗-
∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
J6 b?�`2 0.335∗∗∗ 0.057 0.223∗ 0.184∗ 0.210∗ 0.038 −0.767∗∗∗ −0.377∗∗∗ 1.963∗∗∗ 1.921∗∗∗

(0.114) (0.073) (0.116) (0.104) (0.112) (0.094) (0.118) (0.135) (0.721) (0.509)
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.078∗∗∗ 0.039 0.046∗∗∗ −0.050∗ 0.064∗∗∗ −0.054∗ 0.185∗∗∗ −0.029 0.239 −0.313

(0.016) (0.030) (0.012) (0.028) (0.015) (0.032) (0.035) (0.100) (0.161) (0.357)
GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.059∗∗∗ 0.015 −0.023∗∗ 0.013 −0.071∗∗∗ 0.015 −0.043 0.063 0.118 0.297

(0.016) (0.019) (0.011) (0.024) (0.016) (0.025) (0.030) (0.066) (0.128) (0.278)
N 8RN 8RN 8Rd 8Rd 8R3 8R3 8Re 8Re 8Rd 8Rd
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.054 0.825 0.043 0.516 0.035 0.813 0.155 0.686 0.030 0.601

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib S`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

J6 b?�`2 −0.085 −0.030 −0.033 −0.021 −0.059 −0.158∗∗ 0.008 −0.086 −0.203 −0.316
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Appendix B   
 

In this Appendix, we discuss the concern that redemption right provisions might be 

“boilerplate” that have few legal or economic ramifications. To address this concern and to show 

the importance of redemption rights, we summarize: 

• three cases where investors exercised their redemption rights, and these moves led to 

extensive and protracted litigation; 

• the National Venture Capital Association’s effort to strengthen redemption rights in 

response to the judicial rulings in the above-mentioned cases; and  

• structured interviews with lawyers representing some of the largest VCs and mutual 

funds with investments in private firms regarding their use of redemption rights. 

 

B.1 Cases that illustrate the exercise of redemption rights 
 

We begin with a discussion of three legal cases revolving around the use of the 

redemption right provisions. Not only do these cases illustrate that these rights are exercised in 

practice, but also that firms are willing to engage in protracted and costly litigation to define the 

breadth of these provisions. 

The ThoughtWorks Case.1 ThoughtWorks, Inc. is a Delaware corporation providing 

software design. In April 2000, SV Investment Partners, LLC (collectively, “SVIP”) purchased 

over 94% of ThoughtWorks Series A Preferred Stock for $26.6 million. According to the COI 

dated April 5, 2000, SVIP was granted redemption rights “for cash out of any funds legally 

available therefor” beginning five years after issuance. At the time of the investments, all parties 

                                                
1 See SV INVESTMENT PARTNERS, LLC, Schroder Ventures U.S. Fund L.P. 1, Schroder Ventures U.S. Fund 
L.P. 2, Sitco Nominees, Ltd. VC 04001, and SV (Nominees) Limited, Plaintiffs, v. THOUGHTWORKS, INC., 
Defendants. C.A. No. 2724-VCL. Court of Chancery of Delaware. 
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anticipated a rapid IPO, but the precipitous decline in the valuation of young technology stocks 

precluded that possibility.  

Between 2003 and early 2005, ThoughtWorks and SVIP explored ways to redeem 

SVIP’s preferred stock. After no avenue to raise the needed amount of financing presented itself, 

ThoughtWorks formally offered to redeem all of SVIB’s outstanding Preferred Stock for $12.8 

million. SVIP rejected the offer and in May 2005 exercised its redemption rights. The Board 

highlighted its limited working capital and concluded that "funds required to fund the working 

capital requirements of the Company [were] an amount in excess of available cash.” Because of 

the resulting lack of usable cash, the Board declined to redeem SVIP's shares of Preferred Stock. 

In the quarters that followed, ThoughtWorks made only small redemptions of preferred shares 

(about $4 million, or less than 10% of the total amount of principal plus dividends outstanding).  

In 2007, SVIP sued ThoughtWorks. In a 2010 decision, the Court of Chancery rejected 

SVIP’s contention that “funds legally available” meant the firm’s accounting surplus. Rather, it  

held that “funds legally available” meant “cash funds on hand that can be legally disbursed for 

redemption without violating 8 Del. C. § 160 [which prohibit issuers from redeeming preferred 

stock under certain conditions, such as where the redemption would impair the capital of the 

issuer] or any other statutory or common law.” The Delaware Supreme Court upheld this 

decision in 2011. Legal commentators highlighted that the decision suggested that investors 

needed to refine the language in preferred stock agreements: in particular, most redemption and 

dividend rights are contractually limited to “funds legally available.” Given that the courts 

interpreted the phrase narrowly and provided broad discretion to the boards of companies to 

determine the amounts to distribute, the decisions suggested the needed for strengthening these 

provisions. 
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The TradingScreen Case. 2  TradingScreen is a Delaware corporation providing 

electronic trading solutions. In 2007, TCV VI, L.P. and TCV Member Fund L.P. (collectively, 

“TCV”) bought 4.34 million shares of TradingScreen’s Series D Preferred Stock for a total 

purchase price of almost $66 million. TCV’s investment represented 60.43% of TradingScreen’s 

preferred stock.  

On September 12, 2007, TradingScreen filed an amended and restated Certificate of 

Incorporation granting TCV (and other holders of the preferred stock) redemption rights. The 

COI stated that three months before the fifth anniversary of the preferred stock issuance, the 

holders of a majority of preferred stock could ask TradingScreen for assistance in selling their 

shares. If after nine months, these preferred stockholders were unable to sell their shares on 

acceptable terms, they could require TradingScreen to purchase their shares.  

The COI also described how the redemption price would be determined. TradingScreen 

and majority holders of the preferred stock had to first negotiate in good faith to determine the 

preferred stock’s fair market value. If they could not reach an agreement within twenty days, 

then the redemption price would be determined by an independent financial adviser that was 

acceptable to both parties. TradingScreen must then redeem tendered shares in three equal 

installments on the six-month, twelve-month, and eighteen-month anniversaries of the 

“Redemption Date.” If TradingScreen fails to make these payments, the unpaid amount will 

accrue a 13% interest rate. 

On June 12, 2012, TCV exercised its right to ask TradingScreen for assistance in selling 

TCV’s shares. After no buyer could be found, on March 14, 2013, TCV demanded that 

TradingScreen redeem TCV’s shares. Because TCV and TradingScreen could not reach an 

                                                
2 See TCV VI, L.P., TCV MEMBER FUND, L.P., and CONTINENTAL INVESTORS FUND LLC, Plaintiffs, v.  
TRADINGSCREEN INC., PHILIPPE BUHANNIC, PIERO GRANDI, PIERRE SCHROEDER, and PATRICK 
BUHANNIC, Defendants. C.A. No. 10164-VCL. Court of Chancery of Delaware. 
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agreement on the fair market value of the preferred stock, the determination was made by an 

independent financial adviser. TradingScreen then formed a special committee of the board of 

directors that determined that TradingScreen had only $7.2 million legally available for the 

redemption of Series D Preferred Stock. TCV sued, asking the Court of Chancery of Delaware to 

force TradingScreen to redeem all of the tendered shares and to pay a 13% interest rate on any 

unpaid amounts due. 

In its complaint, TCV argued that 8 Del. C. § 160 of the Delaware General Corporation 

Law provided the only limitation on TradingScreen’s obligation to redeem preferred stock. Vice 

Chancellor John W. Noble disagreed ruling that “In addition to the strictures of Section 160, the 

undoubted weight of authority teaches that a corporation cannot purchase its own shares of stock 

when the purchase diminishes the ability of the company to pay its debts or lessens the security 

of its creditors.” 

  
The ODN Holding Corporation Case.3 In 2008, funds sponsored by Oak Hill Capital 

Partners (Oak Hill) invested $150 million into Oversee.net, setting up the ODN Holding 

Corporation (ODN) as the holding company. In exchange for its investment, Oak Hill received 

shares of Series A Preferred Stock. 

In 2009, Oak Hill became ODN’s controlling shareholder by purchasing $24 million of 

common stock from one of the existing shareholders. Two years later, ODN switched into 

liquidation mode: it stopped making acquisitions and sold two out of its four businesses. When 

                                                
3 See THE FREDERICK HSU LIVING TRUST, Plaintiff, v. ODN HOLDING CORPORATION, OAK HILL 
CAPITAL PARTNERS III, L.P., OAK HILL CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PARTNERS III, L.P., OHCP GENPAR 
III, L.P., OHCP MGP PARTNERS III, L.P., OHCP MGP III, LTD., ROBERT MORSE, WILLIAM PADE, DAVID 
SCOTT, DEBRA DOMEYER, JEFFREY KUPIETZKY, ALLEN MORGAN, LAWRENCE NG, SCOTT JARUS, 
KAMRAN POURZANJANI, ELIZABETH MURRAY, TOOD H. GREENE, and SCOTT MORROW, Defendants. 
C.A. No. 12108-VCL. Court of Chancery of Delaware. 
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Oak Hill exercised its redemption rights in 2013, ODN used as much of its cash as possible, 

including cash generated from the previous asset sales, to redeem Oak Hill’s preferred stock.  

The founder and common shareholders sued Oak Hill as the controlling shareholder for 

breach of fiduciary duty. The case is still ongoing, but the proceedings in the ODN case to date 

highlight the potential tension between liquidity/redemption rights and control rights. The court 

noted, for instance, that most of the directors were conflicted due to their relationships with Oak 

Hill and that the act of exercising redemption rights set up a conflict of interest between holders 

of the preferred stock with redemption rights and the shareholders at large.  

Overall,  these three cases clearly demonstrate that redemption rights are exercised ex-

post and are of real economic importance, so much so that firms and investors are willing to 

engage in costly and protracted litigation over them. According to our structured interviews with 

lawyers representing some of the largest VCs and mutual funds with investments in private 

firms, there exist numerous other cases in which holders of preferred stock with redemption 

rights exercised their rights, but where the decisions were not litigated, or elsewhere the cases 

settled before a judicial decision was issued.  

B.2 NVCA’s proposal to strengthen redemption rights 
 

The National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) is the main organization of U.S.-

based VCs, corporate venture investors, and individuals dedicated to professionally investing 

private capital in new companies. Among other activities, it provides model forms for various 

contracts, including COIs, between entrepreneurial firms and their investors. The emphasis that 

this group has placed on refining redemption rights in light of the decisions above also highlights 

the importance of these provisions. 
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More specifically, in 2018, the NVCA modified the Model Form COI to provide for the 

accrual of a high rate of interest on the redemption price payable with respect to shares of stock 

that are subject to a redemption request that has been unfulfilled by the company. According to 

the NVCA, the proposed language was added in light of the rulings of the Delaware Court of 

Chancery in cases such as Trading Screen, ThoughtWorks, and ODN Holding Corporation.4   

In particular, the proposed provision was seen as a way to provide an economic 

inducement for firms to redeem preferred shares, regardless of the reason for the failure to 

redeem. (This refinement was designed to render irrelevant disputes as to whether failure to 

redeem shares constitutes technical default). Moreover, the NVCA believed that by making the 

failure to redeem shares very costly, it would be hard for a board to justify not redeeming 

preferred shares, even in a company under financial stress. As the NVCA noted, “absent an 

increasing redemption obligation, the holders of redeemable stock are in a relatively weak 

contractual position to cause the corporation to redeem their shares and that the board of 

directors may have an obligation to leverage such weak position for the benefit of the 

corporation and its residual claimants...”5 

According to the NVCA, the proposed changes in the guidance of redemption rights was 

the culmination of a large group undertaking that included participation from many law firms 

and in-house venture capital lawyers from across the US. The substantial investment in this 

process clearly suggests that shareholders value redemption rights and acted jointly to improve 

the exercisability of redemption rights.  

                                                
4 See Morse, Barnes-Brown & Pendleton, PC, “The Continued Evolution of the NVCA Documents: A Summary of 
Major Changes,” December 18, 2018, https://blogmbbp.wordpress.com/2018/12/18/the-continued-evolution-of-the-
nvca-documents/. 
5 National Venture Capital Association, “Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation,” January 2018, 
http://nvca.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/NVCA-Model-Document-Certificate-of-Incorporation.docx, footnote 
75. 
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B.3  Structured interviews on the importance of redemption rights 
 

The two subsections above provide evidence that redemption rights are indeed important 

in the real would. To understand better why investors in privately held firms view redemption 

rights to be important, we conducted structured interviews with lawyers representing some of the 

largest VCs and mutual funds with investments in private firms, asking specific questions about 

redemption rights. 

Because our focus here is on better understanding the economic rationale underlying a 

single contractual provision, we chose to conduct structured interviews instead of standardized 

surveys. Surveying VCs and mutual fund investors in general is challenging because these 

investors are time-constrained and reluctant to share proprietary details about their operations. 

Moreover, the understanding of a specific highly technical contractual provision is likely to be 

highly confined to key legal personnel. We felt that one-on-one structured interviews with 

lawyers specializing in such investments with pre-provided open-ended questions on the 

usefulness and economic importance of redemption rights would yield the most insights.   

To increase the participation rate, we focused the participating interview population to 

alumni from Harvard University and those who have had a working relationship with the 

University. We contacted nine lawyers (including those at venture firms, mutual fund companies, 

and in private practice) and conducted interviews with seven of them. As is typically the case 

with structured interviews, our sample may not be perfectly representative of the universe of 

institutional investors investing in private firms. However, we see no reason to believe the 

sample of responding interviewees should bias our results toward redemption rights being either 

useful or not, particularly given the open-ended nature of the structured questions.    
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We summarize the interviews below with de-identified quotes when they are helpful. 

Overall, all interviewees agreed that while redemption rights are exercised infrequently, they are 

considered to be important for three main reasons. 

First, redemption rights are viewed as one of the strongest forms, if not the strongest one, 

of downside protection to investors. In contrast to other major cash flow-based downside 

protections that can be only triggered by a deemed liquidation event, redemption rights can be 

triggered directly by the shareholders themselves (subject to the limitations in the preferred stock 

agreement) when they believe the firm is not going in the right direction. One interviewee 

highlighted the power of these protections: “[W]hen there is a meltdown, redemption rights play 

a key role. These are especially important when filing companies have good technology that can 

be sold. Redemption rights become important in the mid-to-end stage.” In light of the recent 

legal decisions regarding the exercise of redemption rights, another interviewee pointed that  

[R]edemption rights do indeed have some “bite.” The ThoughtWorks case made 
clear that there were limits here: in particular, that preferred stock is treated as 
equity and not debt. Thus, the VCs have to consider the interests of the firm (the 
fiduciary duty of the equity holders) and cannot force the firm into bankruptcy 
when exercising their redemption rights, or even put the firm in such a weakened 
condition that it will be unable to be able to pursue opportunities. Thus, these 
rights are most useful not when there is a sudden collapse of a firm (such as 
WeWork) but rather [when there is] a stasis or a long slow decline. In these cases, 
the VCs can exercise their redemption rights and get out without destroying the 
firm. 
 
Second, redemption rights serve as a strong threat point to incentivize private firms to 

change their behavior. First, they implicitly push firms to focus on going public. Shareholders 

automatically lose the redemption rights when the underlying firms go public (due to the 

automatic conversion of preferred stock to common shares in IPOs that meet certain pre-

specified criteria). Thus, entrepreneurs can eliminate this threat by going public faster.  
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By the same token, as long as the firm remains private, shareholders with redemption 

rights can use these rights as a threat point. One interviewee mentioned that “[T]he threat to 

redeem more frequently is sufficient to bring management to the table and achieve the VC’s 

desired ends.” Another interviewee mentioned that  

[T]he real purpose of redemption rights is to push a company into an IPO or an 
acquisition. The threat of a demand to repurchase shares may be to force the 
management of a company into a deal that they would otherwise be unwilling to 
do. It allows (albeit indirectly) the investors to achieve liquidity of shares. It is 
certainly not a founder-friendly term. 
 
Third, redemption rights can help investors with liquidity management. The interviewees 

noted that the emphasis on liquidity issues had historically varied across the venture community. 

One interviewee, for instance, mentioned: “[T]raditionally, there were two cultures: West Coast 

VCs swung for the fences and eschewed the use of redemption rights, while the East Coast firms 

were most risk-adverse and focused on protecting downside through provisions such as 

redemption rights and accruing dividends.”  

The interviewee went on to note that these differences had eased, and that “now the 

disparity is more between the VCs and the more financially oriented investors, who are much 

more likely to push for the provisions.” Numerous other interviewees noted that later-stage non-

VC investors were likely to be especially sensitive to liquidity concerns. Both lawyers working 

with VCs and mutual funds noted that these considerations were most important for non-VC 

investors, who were often more subject to short-term financial objectives and constraints. Even 

in cases where initial investments in start-up firms were a very modest share of the mutual fund’s 

overall portfolio, they suggested, if the investments (or a subset of them) appreciated sharply in 

value, concerns about liquidity often emerged.  
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One respondent also highlighted non-VC shareholders’ differing objective functions, 

stating  

Folks who are not VCs who do VC deals--private equity, hedge funds, etc.—are 
much more likely to be focused on downside options. There is an economic 
rationale: from [a mutual fund company’s] perspective, getting one’s money back 
is important because they will have fewer home runs. For [a top-tier VC firm], 
this is much less a big deal, given the distribution of their returns. Many financial 
investors also have a stigma associated with an investment that yields zero, while 
traditional Series A VCs expect a .200 batting average. 
 

Other observers also highlighted the inability of many financial investors to provide effective 

governance, arguing that most know little about the processes of starting up and scaling. As a 

result, their negotiation priorities are unlikely to focus on governance, but instead on provisions 

for liquidity.  

These concerns also have a strong cyclical element, a number of interviewees asserted. 

One respondent highlighted that “[W]hile issues with redemption rights have not been terribly 

frequent in the past five years, they may get considerably more prominence with the seeming 

collapse of so many unicorns and the painful negotiations that have ensured. Moreover, many 

LPs are starving for liquidity and pressuring GPs for exits.” 
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W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U7�M/m2H%?m#/m#VfB]-7BH2M�K247�M/m2H-mMB+Q`M4]6�M.m2H]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U;QQ/ i2+?%`Q�KT�;2%pBbiQ +Q`TVfB]-7BH2M�K24;QQ/h2+?-mMB+Q`M4]:QQ/ h2+?MQHQ;v]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U;QT`Q%rQQ/K�M H�#VfB]-7BH2M�K24;QT`Q-mMB+Q`M4]:QS`Q]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U;mbiQ%x2MT�v`QHHVfB]-7BH2M�K24;mbiQ-mMB+Q`M4]:mbiQ Uw2MS�v`QHHV]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U?2�`i7HQr%+�`/BQp�b+mH�` bBKmH�iBQMVfB]-7BH2M�K24?2�`i7HQr-mMB+Q`M4]>2�`i7HQr AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U?Q`iQMrQ`Fb%?k bQm`+2VfB]-7BH2M�K24?Q`iQMrQ`Fb-mMB+Q`M4]>Q`iQMrQ`Fb]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U?mK�M HQM;2pBivVfB]-7BH2M�K24?mK�M-mMB+Q`M4]>mK�M GQM;2pBiv]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U?vH� %2`2+v+HBM;VfB]-7BH2M�K24?vH�-mMB+Q`M4]>vH� AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UBM`Bt%/2pB+2@rQ`FbVfB]-7BH2M�K24BM`Bt-mMB+Q`M4]AM`Bt AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�BMbB/2b�H2bfB]-7BH2M�K24BMbB/2a�H2b-mMB+Q`M4]AMbB/2a�H2bX+QK]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UBMbi�+�`i%K�TH2#2�`VfB]-7BH2M�K24BMbi�+�`i-mMB+Q`M4]AMbi�+�`i]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UBMi�`+B�%T?�b2;�BM +HBMB+�H%#BQK2/B+BM2bVfB]-7BH2M�K24BMi�`+B�-mMB+Q`M4]AMi�`+B� h?2`�T2miB+b]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UD�bT2` i2+?%D�bT2` rB`2H2bbVfB]-7BH2M�K24D�bT2`-mMB+Q`M4]C�bT2` h2+?MQHQ;B2b]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UD�r#QM2%�HBT?VfB]-7BH2M�K24D�r#QM2-mMB+Q`M4]C�r#QM2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UD2ibK�`i2`%bK�`i D2ibVfB]-7BH2M�K24D2ibK�`i2`-mMB+Q`M4]C2iaK�`i2`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UDmbi7�#%i2+?bivH2%b?Q2 7�#mHQmbVfB]-7BH2M�K24Dmbi7�#-mMB+Q`M4]Cmbi6�#]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UF�#�K%r�i2`+QQH2`VfB]-7BH2M�K24F�#�K-mMB+Q`M4]E�#�K]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UH2M/BM; +Hm#%H2M/BM;+Hm#%bQ+#�MFVfB]-7BH2M�K24H2M/BM;*Hm#-mMB+Q`M4]G2M/BM; *Hm#]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UHQQFQmi%7H2tBHBbVfB]-7BH2M�K24HQQFQmi-mMB+Q`M4]GQQFQmi]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UK2/�HHB�%#2``vTB+FVfB]-7BH2M�K24K2/�HHB�-mMB+Q`M4]J2/�HHB�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UKB`�MiBb%+H2�`HQ;B+ bQ7ir�`2VfB]-7BH2M�K24KB`�MiBb-mMB+Q`M4]JB`�MiBb AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UKQ/2 K2/B�%;H�K K2/B�%T`QD2+i vVfB]-7BH2M�K24KQ/2J2/B�-mMB+Q`M4]JQ/2 J2/B�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UKQM;Q/#%Ry;2MVfB]-7BH2M�K24KQM;Q/#-mMB+Q`M4]JQM;Q."]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UKmH2bQ7i%KmH2bQm`+2%�x2+?BVfB]-7BH2M�K24KmH2aQ7i-mMB+Q`M4]JmH2aQ7i]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UM�i2`�%;2M2 b2+m`BivVfB]-7BH2M�K24M�i2`�-mMB+Q`M4]L�i2`� AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UM2ti/QQ`%7�M#�b2%bTM%`QmM/ irQVfB]-7BH2M�K24M2ti/QQ`-mMB+Q`M4]L2ti/QQ`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UQMb?�T2%#2HKQMi i2+?MQHQ;vVfB]-7BH2M�K24QMb?�T2-mMB+Q`M4]PMa?�T2 AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UQT2M/QQ` H�#VfB]-7BH2M�K24QT2M/QQ`-mMB+Q`M4]PT2M.QQ` G�#b]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UTBMi2`2bi%+QH/ #`2r H�#VfB]-7BH2M�K24TBMi2`2bi-mMB+Q`M4]SBMi2`2bi]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UT`Q+Q`2VfB]-7BH2M�K24T`Q+Q`2-mMB+Q`M4]S`Q+Q`2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UT`QbT2`$#%D+ +�TBi�H%D$X$+X +�TBi�H%TkT +`2/Bi%+B`+H2QM2?QH/BM;bVfB]-7BH2M�K24T`QbT2`-mMB+Q`M4]S`QbT2` J�`F2iTH�+2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UTm`2 biQ`�;2%QbdeVfB]-7BH2M�K24Tm`2aiQ`�;2-mMB+Q`M4]Sm`2 aiQ`�;2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U[m�M2`;vVfB]-7BH2M�K24[m�M2`;v-mMB+Q`M4]Zm�M2`;v]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U`2/7BM%�TTHB�M+2 +QKTmiBM;VfB]-7BH2M�K24`2/7BM-mMB+Q`M4]_2/7BM *Q`T]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�U`BM;+2Mi`�H%rBMTQ`i�H i2+?MQHQ;B2bVfB]-7BH2M�K24`BM;+2Mi`�H-mMB+Q`M4]_BM;*2Mi`�H AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ub2`2b ?2�Hi?%b2`2b i?2`�T2miB+b%M2r+Q HbkRVfB]-7BH2M�K24b2`2b?2�Hi?-mMB+Q`M4]a2`2b >2�Hi? AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UbH�+F%iBMv bT2+FVfB]-7BH2M�K24bH�+F-mMB+Q`M4]aH�+F]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UbM�T+?�i%bM�T$#VfB]-7BH2M�K24bM�T+?�i-mMB+Q`M4]aM�T+?�i]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UbQ7B%bQ+B�H 7BM�M+2VfB]-7BH2M�K24bQ7B-mMB+Q`M4]aQ6B UaQ+B�H 6BM�M+2V]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UbQMQb( 0)%`BM+QM �m/BQVfB]-7BH2M�K24bQMQb-mMB+Q`M4]aQMQb AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UbT�+2t%bT�+2 2tTHQ`�iBQM i2+?VfB]-7BH2M�K24bT�+2t-mMB+Q`M4]aT�+2s]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ub[m�`2$#%b2�b?2HHVfB]-7BH2M�K24b[m�`2-mMB+Q`M4]a[m�`2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ubi`BT2$#%bH�b?/2pbH�b?7BM�M+2%?;b+VfB]-7BH2M�K24bi`BT2-mMB+Q`M4]ai`BT2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ui�M;Q$#%i�M;QK2%b;B;;H2VfB]-7BH2M�K24i�M;Q-mMB+Q`M4]h�M;Q]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ui?2`�MQb%`2�HiBK2 +m`2bVfB]-7BH2M�K24i?2`�MQb-mMB+Q`M4]h?2`�MQb]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Uim`M BM+%M;Q�VfB]-7BH2M�K24im`M-mMB+Q`M4]hm`M AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Um/�+Biv%FMQr H�#VfB]-7BH2M�K24m/�+Biv-mMB+Q`M4]l/�+Biv]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ur�`#v T�`F2`%D�M/VfB]-7BH2M�K24r�`#vS�`F2`-mMB+Q`M4]q�`#v S�`F2`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UrBb?%+QMi2tiHQ;B+VfB]-7BH2M�K24rBb?-mMB+Q`M4]qBb? U*QMi2tiGQ;B+V]Vc
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W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Ux2M27Bib%vQm`T2QTH2VfB]-7BH2M�K24x2M27Bib-mMB+Q`M4]w2M27Bib UuQm`S2QTH2V]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UxQQK pB/2Q%b��b#22VfB]-7BH2M�K24xQQK-mMB+Q`M4]wQQK oB/2Q *QKKmMB+�iBQMb AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�UxQQtVfB]-7BH2M�K24xQQt-mMB+Q`M4]wQQt]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Uxb+�H2`%b�72+?�MM2HVfB]-7BH2M�K24xb+�H2`-mMB+Q`M4]wb+�H2`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�kj�M/J2fB]-7BH2M�K24kj�M/J2-mMB+Q`M4]kj�M/J2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��++QH�/2fB]-7BH2M�K24�++QH�/2-mMB+Q`M4]�++QH�/2 AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��+[mB�fB]-7BH2M�K24�+[mB�-mMB+Q`M4]�+[mB� AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��+iB7BQfB]-7BH2M�K24�+iB7BQ-mMB+Q`M4]�+iB7BQ]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��77B`KfB]-7BH2M�K24�77B`K-mMB+Q`M4]�77B`K AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��M�TH�MfB]-7BH2M�K24�M�TH�M-mMB+Q`M4]�M�TH�M]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��TTM2tmbfB]-7BH2M�K24�TTM2tmb-mMB+Q`M4]�TTL2tmb]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��TTiBQfB]-7BH2M�K24�TiBQ-mMB+Q`M4]�TTiBQ AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��TiimbfB]-7BH2M�K24�Tiimb-mMB+Q`M4]�Tiimb]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��miQK�iiB+fB]-7BH2M�K24�miQK�iiB+-mMB+Q`M4]�miQK�iiB+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f��p�Mi$#fB]-7BH2M�K24�p�Mi-mMB+Q`M4]�p�Mi]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�#HQQK 2M2`;vfB]-7BH2M�K24#HQQK1M2`;v-mMB+Q`M4]"HQQK 1M2`;v]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�#Hm2 `Bp2` i2+?fB]-7BH2M�K24#Hm2`Bp2`-mMB+Q`M4]"Hm2 _Bp2` h2+?MQHQ;v AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�#Qt$#fB]-7BH2M�K24#Qt-mMB+Q`M4]"Qt]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�#`B;?ibQm`+2 2M2`;vfB]-7BH2M�K24#`B;?ibQm`+2-mMB+Q`M4]"`B;?iaQm`+2 1M2`;v AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�#mxx722/fB]-7BH2M�K24#mxx722/-mMB+Q`M4]"mxx622/]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+?2;;fB]-7BH2M�K24+?2;;-mMB+Q`M4]*?2;; AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+HQm/2`�fB]-7BH2M�K24+HQm/2`�-mMB+Q`M4]*HQm/2`�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+HQm/7H�`2fB]-7BH2M�K24+HQm/6H�`2-mMB+Q`M4]*HQm/6H�`2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+QM7Q`KBbfB]-7BH2M�K24+QM7Q`KBb-mMB+Q`M4]*QM7Q`JAa AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+QmMbvHfB]-7BH2M�K24+QmMbvH-mMB+Q`M4]*QmMbvH AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+QmT�$#fB]-7BH2M�K24+QmT�-mMB+Q`M4]*QmT� aQ7ir�`2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�+`2/Bi F�`K�fB]-7BH2M�K24+`2/BiE�`K�-mMB+Q`M4]*`2/Bi E�`K�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�/�i�/Q;fB]-7BH2M�K24/�i�/Q;-mMB+Q`M4].�i�/Q; AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�/�iiQfB]-7BH2M�K24/�iiQ-mMB+Q`M4].�iiQ]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�/Q+mbB;MfB]-7BH2M�K24/Q+mbB;M-mMB+Q`M4].Q+maB;M]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�/`�7iFBM;bfB]-7BH2M�K24/`�7iEBM;b-mMB+Q`M4].`�7iEBM;b]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�/`QT#QtfB]-7BH2M�K24/`QT#Qt-mMB+Q`M4].`QT#Qt]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�2p2Mi#`Bi2fB]-7BH2M�K242p2Mi#`Bi2-mMB+Q`M4]1p2Mi#`Bi2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�2p2`MQi2fB]-7BH2M�K242p2`MQi2-mMB+Q`M4]1p2`MQi2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�7�M�iB+bfB]-7BH2M�K247�M�iB+b-mMB+Q`M4]6�M�iB+b]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�7BbF2` �miQfB]-7BH2M�K247BbF2`-mMB+Q`M4]6BbF2` �miQKQiBp2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�7Q`2b+QmifB]-7BH2M�K247Q`2b+Qmi-mMB+Q`M4]6Q`2a+Qmi]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�;BHi ;`QmT2fB]-7BH2M�K24;BHi-mMB+Q`M4]:BHi :`QmT2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�;Bi?m#fB]-7BH2M�K24;Bi?m#-mMB+Q`M4]:Bi?m#]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�?QM2bifB]-7BH2M�K24?QM2bi-mMB+Q`M4]>QM2bi *QX]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�?QmxxfB]-7BH2M�K24?Qmxx-mMB+Q`M4]>Qmxx]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�BM7mbBQM bQ7ir�`2fB]-7BH2M�K24BM7mbBQM-mMB+Q`M4]AM7mbBQM aQ7ir�`2 AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�BMbi`m+im`2fB]-7BH2M�K24BMbi`m+im`2-mMB+Q`M4]AMbi`m+im`2 AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�D2i$X+QKfB]-7BH2M�K24D2i*QK-mMB+Q`M4]C2iX+QK]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�F�##�;2fB]-7BH2M�K24F�##�;2-mMB+Q`M4]E�##�;2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�HB72HQ+FfB]-7BH2M�K24HB72HQ+F-mMB+Q`M4]GB72GQ+F AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�HQ;`?vi?KfB]-7BH2M�K24HQ;`?vi?K-mMB+Q`M4]GQ;_?vi?K AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Hv7ifB]-7BH2M�K24Hv7i-mMB+Q`M4]Gv7i]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�HvM/�X+QKfB]-7BH2M�K24HvM/�-mMB+Q`M4]GvM/�X+QK AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�K�;B+ H2�TfB]-7BH2M�K24K�;B+H2�T-mMB+Q`M4]J�;B+ G2�T]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�K�`FHQ;B+fB]-7BH2M�K24K�`FHQ;B+-mMB+Q`M4]J�`FGQ;B+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�K2/B�K�i?fB]-7BH2M�K24K2/B�K�i?-mMB+Q`M4]J2/B�J�i? AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�KBtT�M2HfB]-7BH2M�K24KBtT�M2H-mMB+Q`M4]JBtT�M2H AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�KQ#BH2 B`QMfB]-7BH2M�K24KQ#BH2B`QM-mMB+Q`M4]JQ#BH2 A`QM AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�KQ/2`M�fB]-7BH2M�K24KQ/2`M�-mMB+Q`M4]JQ/2`M�]Vc
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W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�KQxB/QfB]-7BH2M�K24KQxB/Q-mMB+Q`M4]JQxB/Q]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Km bB;K�fB]-7BH2M�K24KmaB;K�-mMB+Q`M4]Jm aB;K�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�M2bi H�#fB]-7BH2M�K24M2biG�#b-mMB+Q`M4]L2bi G�#b]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�M2r `2HB+fB]-7BH2M�K24M2r_2HB+-mMB+Q`M4]L2r _2HB+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�MBK#H2 biQ`�;2fB]-7BH2M�K24MBK#H2-mMB+Q`M4]LBK#H2 aiQ`�;2 AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Mmi�MBtfB]-7BH2M�K24Mmi�MBt-mMB+Q`M4]Lmi�MBt]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Q/2bFfB]-7BH2M�K24Q/2bF-mMB+Q`M4]Q.2bF *Q`T]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�QFi�$#fB]-7BH2M�K24QFi�-mMB+Q`M4]PFi�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Qb+�` ?2�Hi?fB]-7BH2M�K24Qb+�`>2�Hi?-mMB+Q`M4]Pb+�` >2�Hi? AMbm`�M+2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�Qmi#`�BMfB]-7BH2M�K24Qmi#`�BM-mMB+Q`M4]Pmi#`�BM AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�T�H�MiB`fB]-7BH2M�K24T�H�MiB`-mMB+Q`M4]S�H�MiB`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�T�vQM22`fB]-7BH2M�K24T�vQM22`-mMB+Q`M4]S�vQM22` AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�TQbiK�i2bfB]-7BH2M�K24TQbiK�i2b-mMB+Q`M4]SQbiK�i2b AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�T`Qi2mbfB]-7BH2M�K24T`Qi2mb-mMB+Q`M4]S`Qi2mb .B;Bi�H >2�Hi?]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�`2p2H bvbi2KbfB]-7BH2M�K24`2p2H-mMB+Q`M4]_2p2H avbi2Kb AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�b2`pB+2K�tfB]-7BH2M�K24b2`pB+2K�t-mMB+Q`M4]a2`pB+2J�t AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�bBKTHBpBivfB]-7BH2M�K24bBKTHBpBiv-mMB+Q`M4]aBKTHBoBiv]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�bT`BMFH`fB]-7BH2M�K24bT`BMFH`-mMB+Q`M4]aT`BMFH`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�bi2K \+2Mi`tfB]-7BH2M�K24bi2K+2Mi`t-mMB+Q`M4]ai2K+2Mi`t]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�bmM`mMfB]-7BH2M�K24bmM`mM-mMB+Q`M4]amM`mM]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�i�MBmKfB]-7BH2M�K24i�MBmK-mMB+Q`M4]h�MBmK]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�i22bT`BM;fB]-7BH2M�K24i22bT`BM;-mMB+Q`M4]h22bT`BM; AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�i?mK#i�+FfB]-7BH2M�K24i?mK#i�+F-mMB+Q`M4]h?mK#i�+F]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�i`BQM rQ`H/fB]-7BH2M�K24i`BQM-mMB+Q`M4]h`BQM qQ`H/b AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�irBHBQfB]-7BH2M�K24irBHBQ-mMB+Q`M4]hrBHBQ]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�m#2`fB]- 7BH2M�K2 4 m#2`- mMB+Q`M4]l#2`]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�mMBiv UbQ7ir�`2%i2+?MQHQ;B2bVfB]-7BH2M�K24mMBiv-mMB+Q`M4]lMBiv aQ7ir�`2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�mTi�F2fB]-7BH2M�K24mTi�F2-mMB+Q`M4]lTi�F2]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�pQt K2/B�fB]-7BH2M�K24pQtJ2/B�-mMB+Q`M4]oQt J2/B�]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�r2rQ`FfB]-7BH2M�K24r2rQ`F-mMB+Q`M4]q2qQ`F]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�v2HTfB]-7BH2M�K24v2HT-mMB+Q`M4]u2HT AM+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�xQ+/Q+fB]-7BH2M�K24xQ+/Q+-mMB+Q`M4]wQ+.Q+]Vc
W;2ilMB+Q`MUT`t4]f�xmQ`�fB]-7BH2M�K24xmQ`�-mMB+Q`M4]wmQ`� AM+]Vc

T`Q+ /QrMHQ�/ /�i� 4 mMB+Q`Mb Qmi 4 mMB+Q`Mbc
`mMc

2M/`bm#KBic

T`Q+ 2tTQ`i /�i� 4 mMB+Q`Mb Qmi7BH2 4 ]�mMB+Q`MbX?QH/BM;blMB+Q`Mb_�rX/i�] /#Kb 4 /i� `2TH�+2c `mMc

8



k *_aS .�i�#�b2 *Qp2`�;2 Q7 lMB+Q`M >QH/BM;b

hQ +QM}`K i?�i *_aS Jmim�H 6mM/ .�i�#�b2 Qz2`b +QKT`2?2MbBp2 +Qp2`�;2 Q7 mMB+Q`Mb
BM Qm` b�KTH2- r2 +QKT�`2/ �;;`2;�i2/ ?QH/BM;b Q7 mMB+Q`Mb BM *_aS rBi? i?2 kyRe JQ`M@
BM;bi�` `2TQ`i QM Kmim�H 7mM/ ?QH/BM;b Q7 mMB+Q`MbX JQ`MBM;bi�` mb2/ i?2 ?QH/BM;b /�i�
i?�i Kmim�H 7mM/b `2TQ`i iQ JQ`MBM;bi�` iQ i�#mH�i2 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 7mM/b ?QH/BM; 2�+? Q7
Rej T`Bp�i2 +QKT�MB2b- �b r2HH �b i?2 p�Hm2 Q7 i?2B` ?QH/BM;bX h?2`2 �`2 88 +QKT�MB2b BM
+QKKQM #2ir22M JQ`MBM;bi�`Ƕb HBbi �M/ Qm` b�KTH2 Q7 mMB+Q`MbX h?2`2 �`2 irQ `2�bQMb r?v
i?2 Qp2`H�T Bb H2bb i?�M T2`72+iX 6B`bi- bQK2 Q7 i?2 mMB+Q`Mb BM Qm` b�KTH2 ?�/ #22M �+[mB`2/-
;QM2 Tm#HB+- Q` ;QM2 Qmi Q7 #mbBM2bb #v kyReZkX a2+QM/- JQ`MBM;bi�`Ƕb HBbi BM+Hm/2b }`Kb
i?�i rQmH/ MQi [m�HB7v 7Q` Qm` HBbi #2+�mb2 i?2v �`2 BM+Q`TQ`�i2/ �#`Q�/ Q` ?�p2 MQi `2�+?2/
08yy KBHHBQM p�Hm�iBQMX

h�#H2 P�R +QKT�`2b ?QH/BM;b Q7 mMB+Q`Mb �++Q`/BM; iQ *_aS p2`bmb JQ`MBM;bi�` /�i�X

e



h�#H2 P�R
Jmim�H 6mM/ >QH/BM;b Q7 lMB+Q`Mb �++Q`/BM; iQ *_aS p2`bmb kyRe JQ`MBM;bi�` _2TQ`i

h?Bb i�#H2 +QKT�`2b *_aSǶb +Qp2`�;2 Q7 Kmim�H 7mM/ ?QH/BM;b Q7 mMB+Q`Mb rBi? i?2 kyRe
JQ`MBM;bi�` `2TQ`iX

LmK 7mM/b BMp2bi2/ �;;`2;�i2 ?QH/BM;b U0 KBHV
6B`K JQ`MBM;bi�` *_aS JQ`MBM;bi�` *_aS
RGB72 >2�Hi?+�`2 Rk Rk k9 k8
kj�M/J2 d d 9R 9R
�B`#M# ke 99 8k8 eyy
�LA h2+?MQHQ;B2b R k 8R 8d
�TTL2tmb 3 N ek e8
�TTiBQ Rk Rj 98 98
"Hm2 �T`QM RR Rk R9y R9y
*HQm/2`� jj 99 kNj jyy
*QmT�M; y y y y
*QmT� aQ7ir�`2 j j j9 j9
*m`2o�+ R k jy jj
.22K R R y y
.2HBp2`v >2`Q Rk RN 8k 89
.Q+maB;M Rd k8 RR9 Rkj
.QKQ N RR Rdj RR9
.`�7iEBM;b Rj kj d9 de
.`QT#Qt 9y ee jNy j8R
1p2Mi#`Bi2 R R 88 88
1p2`MQi2 k k Rj Rj
6HBTF�`i k8 jj jR8 kjj
6Q`2a+Qmi 8 e RN RN
6mM/BM; *B`+H2 y y y y
>2HHQ6`2b? R k 8y 88
>QM2bi *QKT�Mv Re jy dd Rke
>Qmxx k k k3 k3
AMi�`+B� R3 9 R8y Rjk
C�r#QM2 y k y d
C2iX+QK 8 8 Nk Nk
EH�`M� 9 R N y
GQQFQmi Rk R8 3d 8N
Gv7i k k j j
J�;B+ G2�T RR ky R93 R8d
J�`FGQ;B+ Ry Re jR je
J2Bim�M@.B�MTBM; y y y y
JQ/2 J2/B� 3 d R y
JQ/2`M� 8 8 3e 38
JQM;Q." RR R9 jk j8
JQxB/Q y y y y
Lmi�MBt j9 9y RRN Rkk
S�H�MiB` R8 k8 ky9 R8e
SBMi2`2bi R8 kR 38d 3ej

d



h�#H2 P�RU+QMiBMm2/V
Jmim�H 6mM/ >QH/BM;b Q7 lMB+Q`Mb �++Q`/BM; iQ *_aS p2`bmb kyRe JQ`MBM;bi�` _2TQ`i

LmK 7mM/b BMp2bi2/ �;;`2;�i2 ?QH/BM;b U0 KBHV
6B`K JQ`MBM;bi�` *_aS JQ`MBM;bi�` *_aS
aM�T+?�i kj jy jke jjk
aM�T/2�H y y y y
aT`BMFH` y y y y
aQ+B�H 6BM�M+2 k j kR kj
aT�+2s RR RR kjk kjk
aTQiB7v k R 38 ke
ai2K+2Mi`t 9 9 Rk Rk
h�MBmK 8 d je j3
h`BQM qQ`H/b 9 9 y k
l#2` 8k dj k-88e k-9NR
q2qQ`F ky je eeR 3ee
sB�QKB y y y y
uQm`S2QTH2fw2M2}ib 8 8 98 98
wmQ`� RR RN j8 9j

3



h�#H2 P�k
*QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` S`2b2M+2 Q7 o*b 7`QK S`2pBQmb _QmM/

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb `2;`2bbBQMb BM h�#H2 d- r?BH2 +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` r?2i?2` �Mv o* r?Q
T�`iB+BT�i2/ BM i?2 T`2pBQmb `QmM/ �HbQ BMp2bi2/ BM i?2 +m``2Mi `QmM/X _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2
bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
J6b 0.200∗∗∗ 0.060∗ 0.037 0.001 0.177∗∗∗ 0.075∗ −0.397∗∗∗ −0.074 0.912∗ 1.168∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.036) (0.045) (0.043) (0.056) (0.043) (0.078) (0.084) (0.467) (0.303)
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.086∗∗∗ 0.050 0.047∗∗∗ −0.042 0.063∗∗∗ −0.060∗ 0.210∗∗∗ −0.039 0.200 −0.342

(0.018) (0.035) (0.014) (0.031) (0.018) (0.032) (0.038) (0.112) (0.185) (0.440)
GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.074∗∗∗ −0.001 −0.020 0.021 −0.080∗∗∗ 0.004 −0.028 0.081 0.084 0.118

(0.017) (0.021) (0.012) (0.026) (0.017) (0.024) (0.034) (0.073) (0.136) (0.331)
a�K2 o* −0.003 0.010 −0.018 −0.007 0.019 0.029 0.095 −0.036 0.072 −0.344

(0.040) (0.027) (0.031) (0.033) (0.041) (0.024) (0.076) (0.075) (0.305) (0.276)
N 93R 93R 9dN 9dN 93y 93y 9dN 9dN 9dN 9dN
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.066 0.844 0.030 0.527 0.048 0.817 0.166 0.688 0.020 0.600

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib S`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

J6b −0.058 0.014 −0.003 0.053 −0.016 −0.034 −0.008 −0.041 −0.085 −0.008
(0.046) (0.043) (0.053) (0.055) (0.028) (0.047) (0.021) (0.032) (0.079) (0.095)

GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.040 0.046 0.035∗ −0.026 0.014 0.039 0.002 0.048∗ 0.089∗∗∗ 0.108
(0.026) (0.032) (0.019) (0.051) (0.009) (0.032) (0.008) (0.026) (0.034) (0.077)

GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.094∗∗∗ −0.110∗∗∗ −0.049∗∗∗ −0.041 −0.016 −0.021 −0.025∗∗ −0.024 −0.185∗∗∗ −0.194∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.033) (0.017) (0.046) (0.011) (0.024) (0.011) (0.029) (0.033) (0.075)
a�K2 o* 0.039 0.011 −0.155∗∗∗ −0.053 0.013 0.042 −0.082∗∗∗ −0.027 −0.185∗∗ −0.027

(0.040) (0.036) (0.046) (0.043) (0.020) (0.029) (0.027) (0.023) (0.074) (0.066)
N 93R 93R 93R 93R 93R 93R 93R 93R 93R 93R
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.105 0.750 0.098 0.555 0.001 0.267 0.046 0.483 0.089 0.596
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
lMB+Q`M 61 ! ! ! ! !

N



h�#H2 P�j
*QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` _QmM/ .B`2+iBQM

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb `2;`2bbBQMb BM h�#H2 d r?BH2 +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` i?2 `QmM/ /B`2+iBQMX
.QrM `QmM/b �`2 +HQb2/ �i � HQr2` T`B+2 i?�M i?2 H�bi }M�M+BM; `QmM/X 6H�i `QmM/b �`2 +HQb2/ �i i?2 b�K2 T`B+2 �b i?2 H�bi }M�M+BM;
`QmM/X _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
J6b 0.187∗∗∗ 0.075∗ 0.024 −0.010 0.175∗∗∗ 0.081∗ −0.398∗∗∗ −0.067 0.860∗ 1.024∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.042) (0.044) (0.041) (0.054) (0.042) (0.075) (0.075) (0.461) (0.260)
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.087∗∗∗ 0.035 0.046∗∗∗ −0.040 0.068∗∗∗ −0.043 0.182∗∗∗ −0.030 0.289∗ −0.123

(0.016) (0.036) (0.012) (0.034) (0.015) (0.033) (0.036) (0.103) (0.163) (0.370)
GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.075∗∗∗ 0.011 −0.020 0.022 −0.082∗∗∗ −0.009 −0.025 0.072 0.042 0.030

(0.017) (0.026) (0.012) (0.032) (0.017) (0.027) (0.032) (0.068) (0.126) (0.305)
.QrM −0.122 −0.046 0.024 0.007 0.025 −0.040 0.094 −0.036 0.194 0.420

(0.074) (0.047) (0.072) (0.091) (0.096) (0.085) (0.155) (0.263) (0.705) (0.918)
6H�i −0.249∗∗∗ −0.056 −0.060 −0.073 −0.064 −0.000 0.047 0.398 −0.752 0.019

(0.044) (0.072) (0.085) (0.084) (0.100) (0.123) (0.266) (0.252) (0.809) (0.941)
N 9Ny 9Ny 933 933 93N 93N 93d 93d 933 933
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.074 0.816 0.021 0.526 0.051 0.828 0.138 0.713 0.027 0.677

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib S`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

J6b −0.075 −0.025 −0.045 0.004 −0.031 −0.072∗ −0.008 −0.045 −0.204∗ −0.133
(0.046) (0.044) (0.050) (0.055) (0.027) (0.042) (0.021) (0.033) (0.117) (0.138)

GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.049∗∗ 0.052 −0.013 0.008 0.013∗ −0.015 −0.007 0.017 0.030 0.072
(0.023) (0.036) (0.022) (0.046) (0.008) (0.023) (0.006) (0.026) (0.047) (0.112)

GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.092∗∗∗ −0.116∗∗∗ −0.026 −0.046 −0.009 −0.004 −0.016 0.003 −0.169∗∗∗ −0.207∗

(0.020) (0.037) (0.018) (0.051) (0.010) (0.024) (0.010) (0.027) (0.049) (0.117)
.QrM 0.211∗∗ −0.034 0.311∗∗∗ 0.161 0.047 0.036 0.003 0.029 0.886∗∗∗ 0.352

(0.099) (0.088) (0.107) (0.150) (0.065) (0.099) (0.044) (0.077) (0.265) (0.422)
6H�i 0.112 0.111 0.094 −0.103 −0.052∗∗ −0.137 0.260∗ 0.198 0.512 −0.036

(0.126) (0.071) (0.126) (0.160) (0.021) (0.105) (0.133) (0.150) (0.365) (0.472)
N 9Ny 9Ny 9Ny 9Ny 9Ny 9Ny 93N 93N 93N 93N
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.107 0.747 0.026 0.569 0.006 0.239 0.049 0.531 0.077 0.591
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
lMB+Q`M 61 ! ! ! ! !

Ry



h�#H2 P�9
*QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` AM/mbi`v 6Bt2/ 1z2+ib

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb `2;`2bbBQMb BM h�#H2 d r?BH2 +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` BM/mbi`v }t2/ 2z2+ibX AM@
/mbi`v /2}MBiBQMb �`2 7`QK *�TBi�H AZX h?2`2 �`2 jR mMB[m2 BM/mbi`B2b BM i?2 b�KTH2X _Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/X ∗- ∗∗- �M/
∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

S�M2H �, _2/2KTiBQM- ASP- � *QMi`QH _B;?ib
_2/2KTiBQM � ASP *QMi`QH

_2/2KTiBQM ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iBp2
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
J6b 0.126∗∗ 0.068∗ −0.010 −0.001 0.112∗∗ 0.081∗∗ −0.158∗∗ −0.068 1.216∗∗∗ 1.086∗∗∗

(0.054) (0.040) (0.042) (0.039) (0.050) (0.039) (0.061) (0.076) (0.377) (0.261)
GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.101∗∗∗ 0.035 0.044∗∗∗ −0.043 0.066∗∗∗ −0.061∗ 0.049 −0.037 0.117 −0.341

(0.020) (0.029) (0.013) (0.029) (0.016) (0.032) (0.033) (0.101) (0.157) (0.352)
GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.058∗∗∗ 0.010 −0.026∗ 0.015 −0.103∗∗∗ 0.009 −0.084∗∗∗ 0.066 0.114 0.223

(0.019) (0.018) (0.013) (0.024) (0.017) (0.024) (0.029) (0.066) (0.137) (0.280)
N 8RN 8RN 8Rd 8Rd 8R3 8R3 8Re 8Re 8Rd 8Rd
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.115 0.827 0.177 0.508 0.312 0.816 0.523 0.682 0.149 0.604

S�M2H ", *�b? 6HQr _B;?ib
S�`iB+BT�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM GB[mB/�iBQM *mKmH�iBp2 *�b? ~Qr

`B;?ib S`272`2M+2 KmHiBTH2 > R /BpB2M/b BM/2t
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

J6b 0.014 −0.020 −0.001 0.023 −0.044 −0.068 −0.047∗∗ −0.065∗ −0.079 −0.107
(0.045) (0.041) (0.052) (0.055) (0.028) (0.042) (0.023) (0.034) (0.121) (0.136)

GMU1KTHQv22bV 0.033 0.047 −0.010 0.040 0.012 0.006 0.004 0.030 0.029 0.162
(0.021) (0.030) (0.025) (0.045) (0.010) (0.021) (0.007) (0.024) (0.054) (0.104)

GMUo�Hm�iBQMV −0.108∗∗∗ −0.111∗∗∗ −0.034∗ −0.041 −0.010 −0.010 −0.007 −0.005 −0.194∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗

(0.018) (0.031) (0.018) (0.044) (0.010) (0.019) (0.010) (0.029) (0.047) (0.103)
N 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8RN 8R3 8R3 8R3 8R3
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.218 0.748 0.115 0.530 0.021 0.220 0.217 0.462 0.161 0.562
_QmM/ 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
u2�` 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
AM/mbi`v 61 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
lMB+Q`M 61 ! ! ! ! !

RR



h�#H2 P�8
*QMi`�+im�H S`QpBbBQMb �M/ Jmim�H 6mM/ *?�`�+i2`BbiB+b, *QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` _2bi`B+i2/ a2+m`BiB2b SQ`i7QHBQ a?�`2

h?Bb i�#H2 `2TQ`ib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 `2;`2bbBQMb Q7 +QMi`�+im�H T`QpBbBQMb QM i?2 +?�`�+i2`BbiB+b Q7 Kmim�H 7mM/b T�`iB+BT�iBM; BM
i?2 `QmM/ r?BH2 +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` i?2 `2bi`B+i2/ b2+m`BiB2b TQ`i7QHBQ b?�`2X h?2 b�KTH2 Bb HBKBi2/ iQ `QmM/b rBi? Kmim�H 7mM/ T�`iB+BT�iBQMX
AM S�M2H �- 7mM/ +?�`�+i2`BbiB+b �`2 p�Hm2@r2B;?i2/ �p2`�;2b �+`Qbb �HH Kmim�H 7mM/b T�`iB+BT�iBM; BM i?2 `QmM/c BM S�M2H " 7mM/
+?�`�+i2`BbiB+b `272` iQ i?2 H2�/ Kmim�H 7mM/- BX2X- i?2 7mM/ �+[mB`BM; i?2 H�`;2bi MmK#2` Q7 b?�`2b �+`Qbb �HH 7mM/b T�`iB+BT�iBM; BM i?2
`QmM/X �HH 2tTH�M�iQ`v p�`B�#H2b �`2 bi�M/�`/Bx2/ bQ i?�i i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib `2T`2b2Mi i?2 2z2+i Q7 � QM2 bi�M/�`/ /2pB�iBQM +?�M;2 BM 2�+?
2tTH�M�iQ`v p�`B�#H2X ∗- ∗∗- �M/ ∗∗∗ BM/B+�i2 bi�iBbiB+�H bB;MB}+�M+2 �i 10%- 5%- �M/ 1%X

_2/2KX ASP .QrM@ASP *H�bb S`Qi2+iX S�`iB+BTX a2MBQ` GB[X *mKX *�b? ~Qr
`B;?ib `�i+?2i p2iQ /B`2+iQ`b T`QpBbBQMb `B;?i HB[X T`27X KmHiX > 1 /Bpb BM/2t

URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV
S�M2H �, o�Hm2@q2B;?i2/

6�KBHv bBx2 0.047 0.029 −0.024 −0.034 −0.358 −0.026 0.087∗∗ −0.015 −0.002 0.130
(0.049) (0.038) (0.064) (0.052) (0.406) (0.031) (0.040) (0.018) (0.018) (0.085)

6HQr pQH�iBHBiv 0.124∗∗ 0.062 0.119∗∗ 0.022 −0.724∗ −0.016 0.059 0.004 0.015 0.121
(0.049) (0.043) (0.051) (0.043) (0.403) (0.034) (0.042) (0.011) (0.028) (0.081)

J�M�;2K2Mi 722 −0.018 0.046 0.048 −0.048 0.148 0.042 0.016 −0.003 0.042 0.112
(0.050) (0.039) (0.045) (0.033) (0.458) (0.056) (0.039) (0.006) (0.043) (0.087)

_2bi`B+i2/ b2+m`BiB2b b?�`2 0.047 −0.008 0.041 −0.058 −0.175 −0.038 0.042 0.034 −0.032 0.047
(0.059) (0.043) (0.060) (0.037) (0.484) (0.046) (0.061) (0.026) (0.033) (0.119)

N Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.084 0.068 0.092 0.051 0.015 −0.022 0.021 −0.009 0.069 0.042

S�M2H ", G2�/ 6mM/
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV UdV U3V UNV URyV

6�KBHv bBx2 0.063 0.016 −0.017 0.017 −0.210 0.029 0.078∗∗ −0.021 0.015 0.178∗∗

(0.046) (0.041) (0.050) (0.032) (0.376) (0.023) (0.037) (0.021) (0.013) (0.077)
6HQr pQH�iBHBiv 0.134∗∗ 0.058 0.122∗∗ 0.034 −0.669 −0.003 0.072 −0.002 0.020 0.160∗

(0.053) (0.044) (0.050) (0.046) (0.432) (0.037) (0.046) (0.013) (0.028) (0.087)
J�M�;2K2Mi 722 −0.002 0.046 0.051 −0.045 0.042 0.054 0.005 0.010 0.039 0.114

(0.053) (0.038) (0.045) (0.029) (0.488) (0.055) (0.036) (0.010) (0.044) (0.080)
_2bi`B+i2/ b2+m`BiB2b b?�`2 0.022 −0.022 0.045 −0.032 0.207 −0.028 0.061 0.000 −0.014 0.080

(0.054) (0.035) (0.045) (0.026) (0.530) (0.035) (0.057) (0.008) (0.021) (0.110)
N Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy Ryy
�/Dmbi2/ R2 0.089 0.067 0.092 0.030 0.014 −0.022 0.041 −0.052 0.049 0.075

Rk




